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INTRODUCTION

This Conference is one of a series sponsored by the Center for Studies in
Vocational and Technical Education since its estaolishment unde- a grant from
The Ford Foundation in 1961. The t.;onferene was supported by The Ford
Foundation under a special grant supplementing the general support Center
operations as a whole.

Like its predecessors, this Conference stems from the spectal purposes
and characteristics of the Center's approach to the study of vocational and
techrical education. In contrast with some other centers in the field, the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin has attempted to develop an interdisciplinary program of
research and study, in which faculty rnerni,ers from 3 variety of University de-
part.nents report and relate their research to practitOners in the vocational-
technical field. Research activities are designed F,nd their results are dis-
seminated with an eye to the formulation of policy at federal, state, and local
levels. The Center has had a major focus on the relationship of the labor mar-
ket and manpower policies to the needs and programs of vocational educators.

Given the Center's special approach and esrperttse, the recent legislative
proposals for a comprehensive manpower policy afforifed a unique opportunity
for the utilization of our resources and facilities, for these proposals, although
designed to expand and integrate manpower programs, clearly have important
implications for vocational ec'ueation in the United States. A number of heated
debates have already en.stied between officials of the U.S. Department cf Labor
and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfere concerning the implica-
tions of the legislative proposals; the American Vocational Association has also
made known its deep concern.

As the papers and discussions indicate, the bills presented in Congress
to reorganize manpower programi have basic similarities. They emphasize
integration of the multiple, and often conflicting, manpower programs no../ in
existence; and they make some provision for decentralization to state and corn-
mu,iity levels while preserving basic elements of federal authority. However,
there am also some important differences in the prcposals, especially concern-
ing the role to be accorded to public employment t.,r the disadvantaged and the
unemployed. There are also important differences concerning the place of corn-
minity action programs, and representatives of these agencies have expressed

'A list of previous Conference Proceedings, as well as other publications and
research monographs, can be ci,tained by writing to the Center.



vi

grave doubts concerning the proposals, as is indicated in the Conference Pro-
ceedings.

Vocational educators have expressed fears that the proposed legislation
would firmly establish two seoarate tracks for the vocational training of the
disadvantaged. The Vocational Education Act of 1968 placed heavy emphasis
on programs for the disadvantaged, and even though appropriations for this
purpose have not been forthcoming, there is still the hope and intention that
these provisions will be implemented. The recent legislative proposals give
the Employment Service a much more central coordinating role in manpower
training than now exists. The question naturally arises as to the dangers of
conflict between these two approaches to the vocational training of the disad-
vantaged. Can conflict be avoided and cooperation between vocational educa-
tion and the Labor Department he furthered at the federal, state, and local
levels?

What are the implications of a greater state role in manpower training?
Can boards of vocational euucation work with state manpower agencies to be
established under the legislative proposals? Will they dominate or be dom-
inated by the manpower agencies?

Similarly, what are the implications of block grants for the continued ef-
fectiveness of vocational education at state and community levels': Will the
flexibility envisaged by this approach enhance or detract fron vocational edu-
cation for the disadvantaged?

These are ameng the pressing questions raised in the Conference sessions.
Althouch answers were not always as readily forthcoming as the questions
themselves, His fel,: the the Conference increased understanding of the basic
issues. It is hoped that these Proreedings will further intelligent thought on
the relationship between vocational education and a comprehensive manpower
policy.

We are indebted to The Ford Foundation for financial support of the Con-
ference, to Pauline Fosdick, the Center's Administrative Associate, and to
Barbara Dennis, Editorial Associate, for their assistance in arranging the Con-
ference and in preparing these P.uceeding5.

Gerald G. Somers
Director
Center for Studies in Vocational

and Technical education

August 1970
Madison, Wisconsin
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PROBLEMS OF DECENTRALIZATION AND BLOCK

GRANTS: PANEL DISCUSSION

WILLIAM B. HEWITT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The subjract, "Problems of Decentralization and Block Grants, " assumes a
greatdealof common understanding among the panel participants and the audi-
ence as to the administrative system within which decentralization might take
place and the so-called block grantsor as we would prefer to phrase it, flex-
ible grantswould occur. Clearly, alternative administrative structures are
conceivable. In discussing the problems which follow I have assumed that the
audience has more than passing acquaintance with the structure proposed in
theAcministration's bill, H.R. 13472, the Manpower Training Act. Accordingly,
I will not in these remarks unddrtake to explain the Administration bill and the
structure it seeks co put into place.

To put the discussion in perspective, however, it will be useful to note
that the Administration's manpower bill is the clearest articulation, albeit in a
nacticular subject matter area, of thra Administration's concept of the New

deralism, in general, the main foci of the bill are decentralization of ad-
r; stration, decategorization of program funding, and consolidation of statu-
t,, y authority for manpower programs. The Administration's conception of New
Federalic,m envisions roles for federal, statd, and local governments which are
apprcpriate to those areas of jurisdiction. Perhaps the most distinctive feature
of the new Fed'. ralism is its explicit embrace of local government as a cx,n-
stituent element in the overall, fabr!c of federal-state-local governmecaal

Instead of discussing the "nuts and bolts" of the administrative apparatus
to be put into place after the proposed Manpower Training Act, these remarks
willbe addressed to at least some of the substantive issues involved in spell-
ing out a system for decentralizing the administration of manpower programs.
These issues 11 focus ii the main on the problerrs of decentralization and
not on the more technical accounting and accountability problems of adminis-
tering a block grant progrem. '.Ve will Interpret block grants for the moment as
being synonymous with decategorization of program resources and leave that
Issue for futu-e discussion.



I have identified eight problem areas which require some sort of resolution
if one is to put into place a system for decentralizing administration of man-
power programs. In view of tie time constraints, I will attempt only to sketch
quickly the nature of the problems and indicate the conclusions built into the
proposed Manpower Training Act. Perhaps we can go into some of them in
greater detail in the question and answer period.

1. To whom does one decentralize? Perhaps the first question that
confronts a policy-maker, given the peculiar state of development of manpower
programs and their diffuse sponsor arrangements, is what organizations with
what geographic Jurisdictions should be built into the system as stewards of
public expenditures for the provision of manpower services. There are several
alternatives. One could look to state agencies, many of which have local of-
fices as a partof their line administrative apparatus. Local government is also
a plausible candidate. Private nonprofit organizations of a wk.?. variety are
possibilities. Combinations of local government units such as area-wide
councils of governments are conceivable local administrators. Special govern-
mental districts comparable to port authorities might be mandated and developed
for this purpose. And, finally, one might turn to private for-profit enterprises
as organizers and deliverers of manpower development services.

One of the concerns in selecting an appropriate administrative head is the
widening perception of the need to build "popular participation" into the deci-
sion-making process. For a variety of reasons growing out of the experience
of running manpower programs over the lest eight years, the Administration has
opted for local government as the logical element at the community level to run
manpower programs. While the electoral process may have its shortcomings,
it would Seem to be as satisfactory a way for assuring widespread popular
participation in the affairs of the community as has yet been invented. Alter-
native arrangements for setting up what amounts to "shadow governments, "
hopefully representing some predetermined constituency, e. g. , the poor, oave
not demonstrated any superiority as devices for assuring the democratic in-
volvement of the people.

2. A second problem is the lack of effective institutions, governmental
or otherwise, in the manpower business. The strcngthening or building, as
the case may be, of institutions to administer modern manpower programs is a
necesoity of the first magnitude if we are ever to develop the degree of effi-
ciency and tile program effectiveness in dealing with the employability develop-
ment programs of our work force which we all know to be both desirable and
attainable. Thus, the proposed Manpower Training AA provides incentives for
substantial reorganization of state government to put together the various
pieces of employment, manpower trainirg, and rehabilitation administrative
machinery as now exist and to build outward from there. The new comprehen-
sive manpower agencies envisioned would represent a consolidation of activi-

JIA
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ties and reverse almost a hundred years of growing fragmentation of ad hoc
agency after agency in state government. In addition, the Act would requirc,
for full state participation, the establishment of new and meaningful state man-
power planning councils. These councils would be charged with reviewing and
consolidating the annual plan: of service not only of the manpowe: activities
under the comprehensive manpower agency but also those of all other federal
grant-In-aid programs which support manpower program components.

At th. community level, there simply are no effect i.%e m an po-o..,-,r -
administering institutions, with very few and scattered exceptions. The Ad-
ministration's bill proposes establishment of area prime sponsors which would
1.,e governmental bodies fc; the most part (those prospectively few nongovern-
mental body prime sponsors would be designated by responsible local govern-
ment officials, such designation subject to annual renewal or revocation).
These prime sponsors would be essentially new institutions. Existing public
school systems, local or state agencies, or other partial:), capable apparatus
do not appear to hold promise of developing into institutions of s "ficiently
broad jurisdiction, and sufficiently responsive to the local electorate, to serve
as the administerers of manpower programs.

Finally, local advisory bodies would be mandated, hopefully to replace a
wide variety of special purpose advisory promotional groups which now
abound.

3. To :that local area of jurisdiction should one docuntralizc? It would
be clearly much simpler politically to designate local governmental jurisdic-
Vons as the areas within which local prime sponsors would organize their
separate and doubtless disparate manpower program activities. Quite probably
it would be easier to de' lop the new administrative institutions required us-
ing existing political julisdtctions as the geographic base. But such easy
attainment of the much needed institutional development would be for naught
since manpower programs, as indeed the workings of the local labor market it-
self, cannot be respectors of city boundary tines. People live and work in
multiple local political jurisdictions. The local economy in fact transcends
political boundaries. The job market is truly an arra-wide phenomenon. Ac-
cordingly, manpower programs must be planned and ad.oinistered on an inte-
grated area-wide basis. The most feasible way to approach establishment of
machinery to accomplish this end Ss to establi- area -wide prime sponsors as
the new institutions th ough which to administer Aanpower programs. Accord-
ingly, theAdrnInistration's proposed Manpower Training Art projects the Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) concept as the desideratum for the
jurisdiction of the new area prime sponsors.

4. !low sciccl thc Total primc sponsor, that is, that entity to whom re -
sponsibility for manpower program resources is to be decentralized? This
question was partially answered above under the discussion of de...entraliza-
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Lion. However, within the local labor market area, there are multiple units of
local government. In many of the labor market areas of this nation, the central
city is so predominant in terms of population and occasionally geography that
there is little doubt that the central city government is the logical choice for
local prime sponsor for the entire area. But in many other areas, local govern-
ment authority is much more dispersed. Irrespective of whether local govern-
mental authority is heavily concentrated in one unit or widely dispersed, all
units of local government, representing as they do the citizens within their
jurisdictions, will have to be afforded an opportunity to participate in the
structuring of the area manpower delivery institution in some manner. The Ad-
miristra,:ion's new legislation would look, in the first instance, to that unit of
iocE.1 general government in which reside the largest numbers of potential
clients for the manpower program (e.g., labor force participants, unemployed
and disadvantaged individuals) as the first choice for prime sponsor. Recog-
nizing the desirability for involving more units of government directly in the
process, however, it provides an alternative method by which the elected ex-
ecutive heads of local governments representing a total of 75 percent of the
population of the area could name whatever organization they collectively de-
sire to perform their prima- sponsor administrative responsibilities. Further,
irrespective of the manner or the outcome of the process used to select the
prime sponsor, under the provisions of the pending Manpower Training Act,
all heads of lccal government would, by right, participate in the area planning
advisory body which, being provided with an independent staff, would have a
genuine and persuasive voice in the planning and overgight of manpower pro-
gram activities.

5. How allocate resources in a decentralized system ? For years most
of the federal grant-in-aid programs to the states have included apportionment
formulas for dividing up the .unds appropriate among the several states. These
apportionment formulas are typically Lased on population, but other factors
from time to time have influenced the division of resources. A key considera-
tion in manpower programs is assuring that the money goes where the problem
people are. In many respects this means to the central cities and to the rural
poverty areas. Manpower program resource allocations, hampered as they
have been with managing too many separate categorical purses, have beenonly
roughly responsive to the varying needs of the nation's ales and counties.
Moreover, it is perceived that there is something less than full confidence in
nany existing gwernment agencies to appropriately allocate resources, if af-
forded total administrative discretico. Accordingly, "ate apportionment form-
ulas persist and for the first time the Administration's manpower bill prop_ses
a sub-state apportionment formulaproperly referred to as the "city pass
through''of Manpower Training Act funds. Thus, the question, how allocate
resources in a decent-tilized system, is answered: Put the money where he
probtem is on a formula basis.

1
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6. How relate state agencies in the nianpower business to the new local
manpower institutionsprime sponsors ? A number of state agencies are al-
ready in the manpower business in many communities of their states. Thus,
the local offices of the State Employment Services have or have a capacity for
a sizable piece of the manpower action, in place or within reach in most com-
munities throughout the state. Similarly, the educational systems of the sev-
eral states reach into, or more correctly are based in, the several communities.
State vocational rehabilitation agencies conduct operations through local out-
lets. In some instances other independent state agencies run some parts of
manpower programs or programs that are "manpower develcpment" in nature.
It would obviously be folly to mandate area prime sponsors of comprehensive
manpower programs to go into the market and establish redundant and compet-
ing and thus wasteful facilities for the provision of manpower training or other
supportive services. It is also clear that in the decade of the 1970s ways
must be found to assure that the local offices of state - capitol oriented bureau-
cracies are made responsive to the needs of the local communities as perceived
by their residents. The proposed Manpower Training Act, by vesting authority
for provision of manpower services in the area prime sponsor, accomplishes
the second part of this objective. Namely, through the leverage of the purse
strings, it is expected that the local offices of state agencies will become re-
sponsive to locally elected leade ship. In order to avoid the indulgence of the
area prime sponsors in the development of redundant service capacity, there
is provided in the bill a strict "purchase-of-service" clause which says in ef-
fect that the local prime sponsor shall buy services from established agencies
and organizations to the extent that they cannot be provided by those agencies
with or without reimbursement, and to the extent that those bodies can perform
in delivering the requisite services to the clients in need.

Thus, state agencies would be providing a significant part of their serv-
icesthat part financed under the Manpower Training Actunder contract to
the local prime sponsor. The local prix. o sponsor, with (ht... clout of the finance
officer, would decide on allocation of resources, monitor performance against
written standards, and accorc;ingly create a responsiveness on the part of the
state agencies to the local decision-making process.

7. What proli-,ion should be 'node for appeal 10 higher authority in a
decentralized system ? The system contemplated by re pending Manpower
Training Act would have a comprehensive area manpower p'an, developed by
area prime sponsors with the advice and consent of area advisory bodies, sub-
mitted to the state agencies and manpower planning councils. These bodies
in turn would consolidate area plans with plans for the balance of the :state
and in the process could nodify them for submittal to the federal regional office
for ultimate review and approval. Provision kr appeal by the local prime spon-
sor on decisions by the state, tl.erefoze, are written into the bill. Provisions
are also Included in the bill for direct appeal by either area advisolybodies

.15.
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the state manpower planning council to the Secretary of Labor, in instances
where area prime sponsors or other program administrators are not sufficiently
responsive to their advice. Appeals provisions are undisputably necessary in
any decentralized system. Obviously the nature of the appeals process will
be wholly dependent upon the character of the system. The specific provisions
in the Administration's bill fit well the kind of system contemplated by the bill.

S. Should there be ultimate authority to intercede? In a federal-state-
local system in a broad and diverse nation with 54 state jurisdictions and, as
an ii 5tration, 230 major metropolitan labor market areas, there are ample
opportunities for miscalculation, mistakes, and rnisdirecteci administration.
Some spokesmen argue for a complete decentralization of authority to match the
decentralization^f responsibilities. Needless to say other views argue against
the concept of decentralization in its entirety, specifying that all program de-
-,-Ision authority should be held federally as the only way to assure quality
programming and continuing responsive performance by all units of government
and other uganizations that play indispensable roles in the delivery of man-
power and re:ated services. The manpower bill the Aciministration has submitted
to the Con ,ress strikes what many believe is a prudent middle-ground. While
much authority is decentralized to state and local governments, ultimate au-
thority is retainable by the federal government in the person of the Secretary of
Labor to approve general plans in the first instance and to intercede in any
state or community in which acceptable plans and standards of performance in
operation are not being maintained. Such ultimate authority to intercede would
seem tobe an Indispensable part of a decentralized system in a field as sensi-
tive as manpower to assure that the occasional willful official does not distort
the program in operation to the disservice of the intended clients.

In conclusion we might characterize the New Federalism, at least as ap-
plied In the manpower program area, as a modern grant-in-aid programnot a
grant-in-aid program of the 1930s model in which the role of the federal gov-
ernment was essentially that of financial pass-through to the states and there
was no role at all for local government, but one of the 1970s in which each
governmental jurisdiction, federal, state, and local, has clear responsibilities
and authorities appropriate to the larger purpose of financing and delivering
manpower services to the citizens who need them.

In the briefest of characterization, the federal role is that of cveall pro-
gram stewardship, the state role one of planning and coordinati.Dn, and the
area or local government role one of organizing and administering the day-to-
day operation of manpower programs.



LOWELL A. BURKETT
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

At first I felt somewhat restrained by the limitations placed upon me by
virtue of the title assigned to this panel, "Problems of Decentralization and
Block Grants." However, I noted that this is a conference on vocational edu-
cation and training under a comprehensive manpower policy. The title of this
conference created the opportunity for me to develop some broader concepts
which I believe are relevant to the subjec..

I have read the lite ature and heard people speak on the subect of a na-
tional manpower policy and have tried to put the pieces together, taking into
account the economist's, sociologist's, and the educator's point of view. I
have been personally Involved in many facets of a manpower development pro-
gramboth as a trainer and as a trainer or student and teacher. Ian where I
am today because I have strong convictions about what happens to people and
not how we can affect an unemployment statistic or how we can apply an ei:o-
nomic theory to a very complex human problem.

My reason for accepting the invitation to speak at this conference was to
try to put manpower into a perspective as vocational educators view it, to ex-
press our enthusiasm for a sound manpower policy, and to suggest some pos-
sible alternatives or additional recommendations for further improvement of the
manpower development programs currently in operation.

The period of the 1960s has seen the beginnings of a national commitm?et
tofdllempIoyment and the education and training necessary to reach that goal.
Everyone here knows the dimensions of the problem: Technological charge
renders many jobs obsolete. We approached the retraining needs of r.orkcrs
with the Area Redevelopment Act in 1961 and the Manpower Develcpment and
Training Act (MDTA) in 1962. But we now know that the unemployment problem
of really crisis proportion Is among our teenage population, and partfctla-ly
among black youths, 21 and younger, The National Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education has determined that more youth flows Into the pool of unem-
ployed than t'le manpower programs are able to remove. We began recognizing
this with the Neighborhood Youth Corps, Title I of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Acc, MDTA Amendments, which opened the program to youth, aid
the Vocational Education Act of 1963,

9
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To set the record straight, I want you to know that education is not "lily
white" because much cf the failure lies in our public school establishment
which gets about 20 percent of its product through four years of college, trains
about 25 percent for jobs, and totally fails about half by sending its rejects,
dropouts, and graduates into the labor market without a marketable skill.
Clearly, neither the vocational nor the manpower programs are meeting the
needs of the majority of the students slipping through the grasp of our public
schools. In this connection, you'll pardon me if I note that vocational edu-
cators rarely control public school systems nor is vocational education an in-
stitutional program. Rather, vocational educators are the general educators'
tenants. This has to change, either by virtue of laws or executive reorganiza-
tion at various levels of government.

The 1960s have also seen the emergence of a senseless rivalry between
exponerts of vocational and manpower programs. Some vocational educators
have been jealous of manudwer's ability to command greater funds to achieve
the same goals for a fiaction of the people served. They see the educational
component of a manpower program poorly done, and often neglected. They see
the high costs of most contracts fcr education programs outside the schools.
Some manpower people have been equally tunnel- visioned in their smug ignor-
ance of their dependence upon sound vocational education theories, practices,
end values in the conduct of quality manpower training.

The fact is that there is both enough blame and enough credit to go around,
but no one has much cause to be satisfied. I think it would be well, for the
purposes of our discussions, to observe that the goals of the vocational and
manpower programs are identical. Vocational education and manpower training
are the two sides of the same coin. They are interchangeable terms. Rather
than being in conflict, the American Vocational Association sees the education
and trainirg component of the manpower program as a vocational education pro-
gram, just as it sees the preparation of each individual for life in the world of
work as the primary purpose of all education. Too many educators see their

le as being to prepare the irdividual for more education.

Much of the conflict has developed because of inter-agency rivalries be-
tween the Departments of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) and Labor,
and their tespective constituencies. Here I see evidence of a change of atti-
tude and a better spirit of cooperation in this Administration. Still, different
congressional subcommittees and Budget Bureau personnel review the two pro-
grams. Educators are leery of Labor Departn.ent control; manpower people are
put off by the rigor mortis of soma educational systems; and academic educators,
who control the school systems, do not want to be sullied by or claim respon-
sibility for the vocational needs of their non-college-bound students.

Not long ago, I asked one of my manpower friends if the following lan-
guage would adequately serve to define the mission of manpower training:

t..
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[to assure]theclipersons of all ages in all communities of the state
those in high school, those who have completed or disoL.ntinued their
formal education and are preparing to enter the labor market, those who
have already entered the labor market but need to upgrade their skills or
learn new ones, those with special educational handicaps, and those in
post-secondary schoolswill have ready access to vocational training or
retraining which is of high quality, which is realistic in light of actual or
anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to
their needs, interest, and ability to benefit from such training.

He thought this was an admirable definition of manpower training. He was
shocked to learn that 1 was quoting from the Statement of Purpose (Sec. 101) of
the 196B Vocational Amendments.

A year ago last spring, a seminar in Atlantic City was attended by 200
manpower specialists. The seminar was funded by the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion to involve manpower people in the opportunities to train the disadvantaged
under the new vocational amendments. It appeared that no one presen, had
ever read the new law or was aware of a single aspect of vocational education's
long experience in training people for work. But there was a lot of discussion
about the recent development of maniati.,er training techniques, such as coop-
erative part-time education programs, which in fact were old news when the
Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917.

I believe that the principal manpower developmclt and training agencies
of our nation must be the public schools. Our schools are the only institutions
we have which reach ever/ citizen. Unfortunately, too many educators will
gladly she] their responsibility to the non-college-bound student. Too many
will gladly turn these studer is over to a separate manpower development sys-
tem. This is the dangerwe fearthe prospect, well known to European systems,
of a dual or caste system of educationone for the economic and intellectual
elite; a second, and second class, system for the less gifted and the disad-
vantaged.

There is something terribly wrong with its values when a society stigma-
tizes its c:a[tsmen; when our educators cannot instill in ',heir students a regard
for the dignity of work; when a refrigerator technician or a plumber can earn
$20, 000 a year and yet be considered a second-ciass citizen, educationally
and socially.

If the education community is to vigorously assume its responsibilities to
the non-college-bound student, which 1 believe it must if our society is to
survive; if we can agree that education and manpower training are subject to
evaluation as a single system; and if we can <issume, and I take Ras a simple
statement of fact, that our schools are the principal agency for job preparation;
then 1 think it follows that our manpower training program must be conducted
in a way that will encourage our schools to accept their responsibility in this
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respect rather than encourage the development of new and separate institutions,
thus reinforcing their inclination to abdicate their responsibilities. Anyone who
looks at the per-pupil costs of remediatioi,, and the human waste of irrelevant
education, must know that our society cannot economically afford a dual sys-
tem of education.

Permit me tolist some of the elements which we of the American Vocational
Association feel are either necessary elements of a comprehensive manpower
program oL are possible suggestions worthy of consideration and discussion.

I. First and foremost, education agencies must be the agency of first
resort for the review and conduct of the educational component of manpower
programs. In this connection, we must develop a working definition of what
the educationalcomponent is and incorporate that definition into the 1-...a sc that
the two departments and the various state agencies will clearly understand it.

2. While the Neighborhood Youth Corps does provide part-time jobs for
disadvantaged students, I believe no one would dispute that it is in no real
sense a manpower training program. It is merely a subsidy program. The NYC
can and should be transformed into a bona fide manpower program by transfer-
ring or delegating it to HEW for administration under the work-study section of
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 as amended. Even the most cursory re-
view of our manpower policies shows the error of funding the NYC to the ex-
clusion of the vocational education work-study authorization.

3. 1r,ter-depaitmentai rivalries have, in the past, been responsible for
much of the overlapping and lack of coordination which have characterized our
manpower policies and led to the need for new legislation. Many individuals,
in the Congress and the Executive Branch, have recommended a policy and co-
ordinating, inter-department council, much like the old Federal Board for Vo-
cational Education, to review and oversee the programs of the respective
departments. Such an advisory or review committee should be representative
of the operating departments and agencies and the public. They should be ap-
pointed by andreport to the President. In addition, I believe that the President
should have a person on his staff to serve as the ]lesson between the advisory
group and 611 agencies of the federal government that conduct manpowe. de-
velopment programs.

She American VocationalAssociation endorses the proposals to create such
a coordinating and policy-making entity. Perhaps a ,onsolidation of the pres-
ent two national advisory groups would be a beginning. She states, too, need
this kind of "systems" planning. Proposed manpower review commissions
should be merged with existing vocational education state advisory committees.
State plans for vocational education should be requested to consider manpower
activities, and vice versa. We are about to have a proliferation of advisory
and coordinating mechanisms at the state and national levelsall related to
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manpower and education. We are fast approaching the day when we will be
concerned with the problem of "coordinating the coordinators."

4. We believe that a key element of the manpower progrera should be
provisions for upgrading the skills of entry-level employees in industry, tied
to the filling of resulting vacancies.

5. We believe that a program to create new jobs in the public sector and
consequent training ,x public service employment Is essential.

6. We applaud the introduction of language designed to give irc-mtives
for quality pro rams. For too long we have reviewed project proposals strictly
from the viewpoint of compliance with the process and procedures of contract
application s.

7. We believe that no single department or agency is the sole repository
'expertise in the manpower field. A cise in point is the health-related occu-

pations. It seems clear that in this area, the agencies of HEW are better suited
to Judge health manpower needs than are the state employment security offices.
Section 202 of MDTA must be a two-way street. HEW should be able to ini-
tiate manpower programs too.

8. Provision must be made to strengthen the Employment rvices, af-
fording them more resources, visibility, and support. In all too many skilled
occupations, the Employment Service is considered by employers to be the re-
ferral agency of last resort.

9. Some consideration might be given to structuring the manpower pro-
gram along the lines of the GI Bill, thus permitting trainees to "shop" in the
educational market for their training opportunities, subject, of course, to
proper accreditation procedures, and assuring the provision of all related sup-
porting services.

In conclusion, we are in great danger of :proliferating responsibility, dif-
fusing our attention, and reinforcing divisionall in the name of coordination
and planning. Our present solutions bear no relation to problem solving in any
"systems" sense of the word.

We know that vocational education and remedial training are components
of the manpower, career education, and development continuum but we cannot
aevelopprograms and policies for one without reference to the other. We know
that elitism, snobbishness, and a monumental lack of adequate, relevant,
quality, career-related education, from pre-school through post- secondary edu-
cation, characterize the school crisis in America, but we continue to empha-
size only those educational values which reward those individuals involved in
academic, liberal arts, college and college-bound pursuits. We concentrate
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all others into isolated programs for the "disadvantaged" and, in effect, con-
demn more than half of our population to second -class

If we do not find ways to change our attitudes and values, to bring
"disadvantaged" and the nonacademic mainstream of the population into the
mainstream of our educational institutions, and to make our public educational
commitment truly a commitment to the needs of all, then the manpower remedia-
tion cycle will expand beyond our economic means, and today's college campus
cries for relevancy and change will be but a small footnote to the inevitable
general protest of the great majority who constitu:e today's "educationally for-
gotten Americans."

ERNEST GREEN

WORKERS DEFENSE LEAGUE

I think, after listening to M. Hewitt and to Mr. Burkett, that the problem
in community action organizations will be that centralization really stops just
above that level. I think that it may be the pl...losophy of this Administration
not so much of the representatives of the Department of Labor hereto draw
away from full community parcicipation, community action, and the problems
that they have had with the Model Cities programs.

Let me say here a word about my background. A non-academician, I came
directly out of college into what we regarded as a simple-minded approach to
whatwe thought at the time was a simple-minded proule.m of getting blacks and
Puerto Ricans in I:ew York 1.-ito building and construction apprenticeships. Our
program and others in the manpower area have been some what successful be-
cause the existing institutions weren't able to do the job; they didn't have the
resources, the wherewithal, to bring it about.

A general problem, I think, with the decentralization bill that we are
speaking of today is that It leaves out the community. It really puts a program
in the hands of the people who, to borrow a worn cliche, "created the prob-
lem," and who in many localities are the least likely to respond by making
substantial changes; that is, the state government in particu'ar, or at the next
level down, the prime sponsora mayor of a central city.

Furthermore, I agree that each manpower program today is existing as a
direct consequence of the faults of the educational system, and if anybody is
going to operate a manpower program, at some early point he has to decide to
plug in an educational or remedial componentsomething that helps people
make up for years of deficient education.
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Nc- , judgment and accountability, I assume, is what most of the com-
munities are interested in. They want people I.0 be held accountable. They
want to be able to have some fair standards of judgment, to be able to really
see what qualit" programs are, and to see some results. Even if the Standard
Metropolitan StatisticalAreas were utilized, some of the material and readings
I've been over in the past few years indicate that SMSA indexes are not so-
phisticated enough to pick up all the unemployed in those areasmany of the
black, brown, red, and yellow people, or simply thosa who have stopped look-
ing for work. I think that it is faulty to put the block grants in the hands of
those people who, in many local communities, are not to be trusted and who
in the past have not exhibited a great deal of concern about manpower. 1 am
most familiar with New York City and its Manpower and Career Development
Agency (MCDA), operating as a suner agency out of the human resources ad-
ministration. Almost daily there is a conflict between MCDA and the local
Employment Service. Some of my best friends are in the Employment Service.
and it has been beaten eaough on problems of the manpower programs. But it
seems to me that they want to give the block grants back to those institutions
which have not carried out the programs in the past - -which certainly is expect-
ing a lot.

I think the position of this Administration is primarily to cut back com-
munity participation. But if we are going to hear fr Dm people in the neighbor-
hoods that make up the inner city, and they should be heard, they should have
some input if manpower programs affect their local areas. I think there is no
getting around the fact that in the black and brown and other areas of American
cities there are critical problems 9mpiornent, Job opportuaities, upgrading,
and diccrimination on job opportuaiqes, and sooner or later the manpower pro-
grams have got to address themselves to these problems.

To revert for a minute: Historically, even with equal educational back-
grounds In this country, there are income differentials between blacks and
whites, whether the people are high school graduates have college degrees.
It's continuous, it has always existed in this country, and job discrtmination
is a crucial part of the problem of he black and brown people in the manpower
area. I hope that a comprehensive manpower pr-.gram will have as one of its
targets to bring an end to this particular kind of discrimination.

The community action voices have had a lot of the wind kicked out of them
because they have fought so many wattles with the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity 10E01battles over the spreading of limited funds on tae Model Cities
programs. The community action programs have dissipated to the point that
there is no comprehensive single voice or chorus of voices raising the serious
problem of to whom you d ?centralize and how the block grants are to be allo-
cated.
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would like to see anorganization for c.)mmunity action programs and local
manpower operatives outs',, the establishment. I would like to see them have
a spokesman on the level Lowell Burkett to make an appeal on the inadequacy
of the block grants approach. I don't Clink anybody can argue that there is not
a need for some organization to prevent the overlapping o! the ,-,anv programs,
tc bring about some comprehensiveness, cohesiveness, and direction as to
what the programs are designed to do, and to plan before a program is imple-
mented. All of this is noteworthy; it's no different from what is required in any
other area.

The manpower area has boomed over night. It is important because it rep-
resents money and jobs to many local and state governments. But it seems to
me that the crux of itmy gut reaction as well as what I have learned from talk-
ing toa number of other people who are involved in community action programs
is that the intention clearly is to leave community action programs with very
little community voice in decision-making policy and without a real and viable
input. I think it would be a tragic mistakr another tragic mistake in this
country where we have tragic mistakes almost daily nowto expect those in-
stitutions that didn't perform previously to do so now. Because they didn't
perform, many of the community action organizations sprang uporganizations
like ours. I must say that we have had the luxury of a national contract, and
I shudder to think of what will happen under the block grant arrangement if that
area is removed. Hopefully the Department of Labor will keep an area outside
the local entity, particularly the local and state governments. For the last
three years and up to now, under the national contract to run a manpower pro-
gram on construction job training, we have had the freedom, and have been
able, to develop a comprehensive program that so far has been able to beat up
under the results.

It will be a tragedy if the /Administration thrust at this point is to cut back
even further on local participation, and by local participation I don't mean the
local mayor. It seems to be clear from the discussions this mot fling that the
intent is to retreat further from participation of the people in the local areas
who at this point have been fired up and obviously are concerned because they
live and breathe the problem. Some at us, the technicians and the experts,
maynot think that the guywho is in pain knows what is paining him, but clearly
he wants to '.ave some say in whether you are going to amputate his le) or
whethe: you are going to give him novocaine or some therapeutic aid.

If this is the period of New Federalism, I think the Administratic; has to
take another look at the level of participation and carry it one step further down.
In particular, it should address itself to two areas: One is discrimination in
employment because this is clearly a problem that affects nonwhites. As long
as this dii,crimination continues, no matter how much effort and energy is put
into a comprehensive manpower vograrr, there will be a differential in
income, job types, and Job capabilitiesand a perpetuation of the problem.
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Second, I agree with Mr. Burkett that as long as the educational systems
of most large citiesand my personal experience is in the 17 large cities where
we are presently workingare allowed to turn out kids who are uneducated and
untrained, the problem will persist. I am speaking of those who stay in schools
as well as those who drop out, and I think that this is the tragedy vi the
American educational system. Even if you consider only those who somehow
believe that if they stay in school, A'S going to affect their ability, their lob
search, and their earning power and give them a chance to improve their life
styles, you find them coming out reading on a ninth, eighth or seventh grade
level. I used to .spy that the brighter kids were those who dropped out earlier
because if they dropped out around the sixth or seventh grade, at least they
were reading near grade level. The longer they stayed in school, the wider the
yap became.

I guess that the factors of judgment and accountability will come up in the
discussion, as the Administration has placid great stress on being able to
support and expand quality programs. It is important that the judgment and
accountability be spread beyond just the local and state governments because
I think that in many cases they are incapable at this point of making sound
judgments and certainly of making themselves accountable.

SAR A LEVITAN
CENTER FOR MANPOWER POLICY STUDFS

Our meeting today is another strange campus happening to which we have
grown accustomed in the past fey. years. In a ditiei.mt age I would question
the propriety of this session. I know of no culture which provides an elab-
orate wake of an aborted birth. But here we gather together from all corners of
the United States to do just that. As spring is passing into another hot sum-
mer and as Congress is readying for another election, the chances for man-
power legislation in the 91st Congress are becoming ever dimmer.

If the weather were better there would be no need to justify a clambake
in Madison during mid-May, but an occupied campus and the dcbris l_rft by
would-be Wisconsin scholars is not a I roper environment for a dignified wake.
Moreover my sense of propriety is gnawing awe;. and I doubt whetlier the Cen-
ter for Studies in Vocational Education is the proper place to lament the Man-
power Training k-t. To be sure, the laws of abortion are changing rapidly, but
is it proper to n ourn under the tent of those who helped to bring about the
abortion?

WE: all know that the American Vocational Association and the National Ad-
visoryCouncil o:iVoc-+tional Education are in favor of comprehensive manpower
legiAationand that they favor in principle the prop.,sals embodie' in the Man-
power Training Act, the Steiger bill, and the O'Hara bill. The vocational eciu-
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cation establishment just takes exception to the provisions that follow the pre-
amble to the proposed pieces of legislation. Spokesmen for vocational educa-
tion protest that they favor comprehensive manpower legislation once a bill is
perfected. Since Congress has never passed a perfect bill, there is little
chance that vocational educators will approve of the Manpower Training Act or
a substitute measure.

By the time vocational educators get through with listing the ir ex-
ceptions to the proposals, the message is 1.-;ud and clear. For example, the
NationalAdvisoryCouncll on Vocational Education bemoaned the fact that there
are too little funds for preventive functions, but ample funds for remedial edu-
cation. NACVE pleaded that this ought to be reversed.

It is ironical that spokesmen for the poor are also opposed to the Man-
power Training Act and related legislation. It is surprising that legislation
which would lock in manpower funds for the use of the poor is being opposed
by the National Association of Community Development and others who purport
to represent the interests cf the poo..

Each categorical program that was enacted in the past eight years has
created its own supporters and lobby, and these vested groups g,,ard jealously
their jurisdictions and rice bowls.

Just last week a number of liberal Republicans in search of some domestic
measures to countera:-..1 our westward expansion from Vietnam hit upon the Man-
power Training Act as one domestic measure worth dusting off. But the Presi-
dent's promised return to Vietnam, where we presumably belong instead of ex-
panding into Cambodia, seemed to dampen enthusiasm for new social legisla-
tion,

Top Labor Department officials who have attempted administer the pro-
grams that proliferated during the past decade would like to consolidatl the
programs and their jurisdiction over these efforts. In any event, they seem to
have tired of their preoccupation with paper shuffling. Understandaoly, they
would 1.ke to do something more useful and in the process improve the delivery
of federally- funded manpower programs But the desires of the chiefs are not
necessarily shared by the Indian.: who run their own categorical programs and
fear that consolidation would encroach upon their domains. This leaves a few
academics committed to the consolidation of manpower programs, bit they con-
trol few precincts.

Since we are not Mel:, to yet significant legislation which would affect
the delivery of manpower services, what is the likely direction of manpower
programs? Ignoring the alarmists' views that present manpower programs are
creating a dual training system, it would seem that vocational educators can
olay an inc-easingly important role in training programs. This is likely to hap-
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pen not because the Assistant Secretary for Manpower and his staff are about
to relinquish any of their authority and powers over manpower efforts, but rather
because in the short run as long as the level of unemployment continues
to mount, the programs favored by the manpower administration are going to
face increasing difficulties, and the manpower administrators will have to rely
to a greater extent upon institutional trainin-: to provide for the clients of man-
power programs,

Aside from some irregularities which have shaken the faith in JOBS, it is
becoming clear that the program is not living up to expectations. The $420
million that the Administration had originally allocated to the program for fiscal
1970 was reduced to $300 million four months age, and according to the latest
notices, the funds earmarked for Job Opportunities in the Business Sector
(JOBS) have been further reduced to $175 million during the current fiscal year.

No doubt the lackluster record of JOBS is partly due to the rising unemploy-
ment. But performance during the past two years raises doubts about the ex-
cessive faith that the Labor Department has placed in on-the-job training (OTT)
for training disadvantaged workers.

The current economic slack may offer vocational educators the opportunity
to assume a greater role than they have played during recent years in deliver-
ing needed training to the unemployed and preparing them for gainful employ-
ment when economic conditions improve. As long as loose labor markets con-
tinue, the pressures for immediate delivery of full-fledged employable persons
will be diminished and the enrollees' choice to opt for jobs instead of training
will also be reduced, Under the cz_umstances, more trainees are likely to
complete a course of training offered under the manpower programs.

All this assumes, of course, that the Labor Department is not going to
reach out for new panaceas and that vocational educators will be willing and
capable of assuming the proper responsibilities for unemployed and unskilled
workers. Having achieved less than a proud record with JOBS, the Labor De-
partment may place excessive reliance upon other programs which tend to ex-
clude public vocational educators from training the unemployed. The question
Js whether manpower administration policy-shapers would cooperate mo-_
closely with vocational educators rather than keeping training funds in the
family and relying u; on state and local employment agencies to do the Job with-
out outside help.

Rising unemployment may spur Congress to earmark fund; for put lic em-
ployment hoping that public agencies, sponsored by federal subsiiies, dill

absorb the unemployed. There are good and sufficient reasons for boosting
manpower funds during a period of rising unemployment, and the Manpower
Training Act proposes an automatic increase of 10 percent in selected manpower
funds when unemployment reaches 4, 5 percent of the total labor force for three
consecutive months.
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Mile this provision attempts to integrate manpower programs with overall
economic policy and is admirable in principle, it is adequate only as an opener,
At the present :a/el of appropriations, an increase of 10 percent in funds allo-
cated to the selected manpower programs covered by the Administration's bill
means a boost of about $155 million.

Congress would do well to adopt the Administration's propos-.1 of auto-
matically boosting the funds allocated to manpower programs by 10 percent
when unemployment reaches 5 percent. But the plan should be extended by
raising manpower funds 10 percent for each two-tenths percent increase in un-
employment. This would mean that the funds allocated to manpower programs
would rise automatically by 50 percent (about $800 million at present level of
appropriations) when unemployment readies 5.3 percent, and the funds would
double if unemployment rises to 6.3 percent. This provision, together with
another proposal by the Administration calling for an automatic extension of
unemployment insurance when the number of insured unemployed reaches 4.5
perCent (about equivalent to 5.7 percent of total unemployment), would provide
a measure of automatic aid to the victims of monetary and f ;c r.1 policies.

The added manpower funds to provide for the victims of unemployment
should not, however, be considered a substitute for training programs. We can
hope that the Labor Department with the cooperation t r vocational educatccs
and others will provide needed training on public employment projects, but the
work experience record during the past five years hardly justifies great cetimism
on that score.

This brings us back to the need to decategorize manpower programs and
allow states and communities to plan and design manpower programs which
they can administer and which suit their individual needs. In the absence of
congressional leadershi', there is no evidence that present manpower admin-
istrators are any more enthusiastic about relinquishing their powers than their
predecessors were during preceding administrations.

There is little sex appeal or ballot box appeal in oyerhariing the admin-
istration of manpower efforts, and few congressmen will push for legislation
which would Improve the delivery of manpower services as Irng as the vested
groups oppose the changes. Thus far the vocational educa"-.1,,,,,. establishment
has done more than its share to stymie the Manpower Training Act or related
legislation.

My hope is that this wake should not be in vain. s 'rofessor Somers
suggested, the bringing together of representatives of diverse groups should
help clarify issues and hopefully resolve conflicts. Granted that the chances
for decategorization and decentralization cf manpower programs are not too
good in the 91st Congress, the need for the legislation is not going to dis-
appear.
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Minorities with a just cause have prevailed before, and in these unpre-
dictable days, the supporters of comprehensive manpower legislation might win
the day. If this gathering does not accomplish anything else, it can pray for
the success of the proposed legislation.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE NEW

MANPOWER LEGISLATION

WILLIAM R. BECHTEL
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT, MANPOWER AND POVERTY

The nation's manpower training programs, which serve approximately
425,000 persons at a cost of some $1. 6 billion a year, underwent major changes
with the inauguration of a new Administration in 1969. The Job Corps was
drastically back, to save $100 million. A total of 59 camps were closed.
The Neighborhood Youth Corps and Concentrated Employment Programs also
underwent major changes in their operating guidelines. But the most significant
change of all was the decision to make a relatively new programJob Oppor-
tunities in the Business Sectorthe centerpiece of a redesigned national man-
pcwer policy.

Dr. Sar Levitan, Director of the Center for Manpower Policy Studies jr L
Washington, summed up the new Administration's manpower policies recently
in these words:

President Nixon has consistently supported the idea that the private
sector should take a more active role in maopower programs. The idt.ologl
of the New Federalism" is that centralized administration should be re-
duced and the role of the state and local governments expanded, and that
these functions should be transferred as much as possible fro public
to the private sector. Translated into more specific terms, the P.epsolican
precepts of the present Administration favor incentives for the business
sector to hire and train the disadvantaged. On-the-job training is prefer red
over institutionaltraining, private over public employment programs, and
"workfare" over welfare.

The most striking changes during the first year of the Nixon Adminis-
tration g program emphasis we. , the drastic curtailment of the Job
Corps and the expansionofJobOpportunities 'n the Business Sector:JOBS).
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Theredesign placing the new emphasis on training in the private business
sector took posi'lva form when the Secretary of Labor announced that $420
million would he budgeted for the JOBS program to create 140,000 jobs in fiscal
1970, which he described as an increase of 75,000 Jobs. A Labor Department
table of manpower training opportunities for fiscal 1970 listed 140,000 training
opportunities for the JOBS program. This was to have been truly a major in-
crease. It was repeatedly cited on the Senate floor during debate over cuts in
the Job Corps. A number of senators, using Labor Department figures, said
that the vast increase in JCR'; would dwarf the cut of 17,500 training opportuni-
ties in the Job Corps. It was stated that JOBS would offer 60,500 training slots
for the out-of-school youth aloneagain a truly remarkable increase,

What are the results, one year later?

Working against that goal of 140, 000 jobs, the JOBS programnot just in
fiscal 1970 but its almost two years of effort to datehas achieved this
record:

robs pledged 99,846
Persons hired 84,703
Terminations 50, 225
Presently in the program 34,478

These figures were supplied by the Secretary of Lebo' on April 23 as the lateet
available figures. They are cumulative data, !rem the beginning of the program
In 1968 through January 31, 1970.

A similar story is told in dollars. Working against that goal of $420 mil-
lion, the Administration through March 31 was able to obligate $122.8 million
and spend $59 million.

The trouh. s of the JOBS program are told in those figures. Retentions lag
wellbehindtHminations. Outlays have continued to lag far behind obligations.
In fiscal 1968, $104.7 million was obligated but only $4. 2 million was spent.
In fiscal 1969, $153.8 million was obligated but only $41.7 million was spent.
And in fiscal 1970 through March 31, $122. 8 million was obligated and only
$59.4 million spent. If the JOBS program were growing the way its sponsors
hoped, there would be a rush of outlays representing contract obligations of
1968, 1969, and 1970. But there is no such rush. In fact, in fiscal 1968,
fiscal 1969, and fiscal 1970 through March 31, the program has spent only
$105.8 millionjust slightly over the $104.7 million mark 1,1,-hi-'h ',as appro-
priated and obligated in 1968.

Far from paving the way to a massive new design of federal manpower
policy, the JOBS program is just now reaching the level budgeted for it back in
1968.
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What has gone wrong?

A serious study of the program by the staff of the Senate Subcommittee on
Employment, Manpower and Poverty indicates that there are at least three major
reasons for the failure of the program to come anywhere near the goals set for
ft a year ago by this Administration:

1. The program's vulnerability to recession wag greatly underestimated.
JOBS was created in a period when the unemployment problem seemuci limited
largely to a relatively small group of hard cote disadvantaged persons. It
seemed logical that a partnership between government and business could find
Jobs for many or most of these. The addition of more than one million people
to the unemployed rolls in the past year has changed all that.

2. A second reason for failure to come anywhere near the stated goals
was a serious underestimation of the resistance of businessmen to signing
JOBS contracts. This led to what appears to have been an unexpected develop-
ment. Recognizing a social obligation to help find Jobs for the disadvantaged,
but being wary of doing the task under a government contract, a substantial
number of businesses said"we'll do it on our own"with no government money,
but also with no guidelines and no standards. Laudable as the motives may
have been, this has led to a fatal corruption of the data on the JOBS program.
We now have a program which operates in two parts. Figures on the voluntary
programare virtually worthless. Yet the two programs are so inextricably com-
bined that the Labor Department, when asked this week abcut the failure to
reach its goals In the contract program, was able to reply, We underestimated

success of the voluntary program."

3. The third and most serious reason for tie failure of the JOBS program
to meet its goals is the astonishing termination rate. Herein lies the
This is what serious students of manpower policy might study to firA the mo,t
significant answers.

Before we study that termination rate, let's take a moment to rcca.11 me
exciting concept of the JOBS program. Remember, in the words of its most en-
thusiastic backers, this was not lust another manpower program. This one was
unique, because every man in it was to be hid first. He had a joba per-
manent jobfrom the moment he entered the program. This feature of the JOBS
program has led its supporters, including high officials of the Labor Depart-
ment, to claim "100 percent placement!' for the JOBS program, a truly remark-
able claim when you realize the relatively poor record of other manpower pro-
grams. The slogan for JOBS is, "Hire first, train and retrain." It is an
impressive slogan.

In addition to the unique guarantee of a job, the program also offers a
highly attractive package of government financed on-;he-job training and sup-
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portive services. rob-related basic education alone in some contacts is priced
at $1, 360 a year. Trainees are also offered orientation and counseling, free
transportation to and from work, child care services, free medical and dental
exams, free eye glasses, and the assurance that their supervisors will get
special training in how to understand them and their problems.

This impressive package of benefits, including a 50 percent wage subsidy,
could cost the government up to $6, 000 or more per trainee under some con-
tracts. The present ceiling is $5,213.

With the assurance of a permanent job, on-the-job training to learn a
valuable skill, and all these other services, one would expect very few would
be so foolish as to drop out. Let's look at the record;

The first JOBS contracts negotiated in March through August 1968 were
known as MA-3 contracts. Under these contracts

45, 300 were hired
30,736 were terminated

for a retention rate of 32.1 percent.

Of those who were terminated, almost half were gone before two months
were up; 72 percent of them were gone before four months; 92.7 percent
before eight months.

The second criitracts, ri Septemoer 1963 to April 1969, were called MA-4
contracts. Under these contracts

31,362 were hired
17,020 were tc.rninated

for a retention rate of 45.8 percent.

Of those who were terminated, 71 percent were gone before two months;
80. 5 percent before four months; 99 percent before eight months.

These contracts represent 91 percent of all persons hired under the JOBS pro-
gram. They document a disastrous termination rate which is a major key to the
failure of the program to meet its goals. These figures also refute the claim
of the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) and the Labor Department that
that huge total of "terminations" actually includes many who have merely
"terminated their training" but stayed on as permanent employees. That is not
true. These were 12-month tra'-.ing programs. The fact that 92.7 percent and
)9 ;._,ercert, respectively, of the terminees were out in eight months means that
only a tiny fractionif any at allcould conceivably have completed their pro-
grams and been dropped from the rolls even though still on the job.

lArhy this astonisning ter rnination rate--a rate tar worse than
the Job rps, witch was so dr:Troun,:ed a year ago? iThc Labor Department on
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April 30 reported that the JOBS program has the worst termination rate of any
federal manpower program. The Department calculated the "pers-eat of terminees
who left within 90 days": for the Job Corps, it was 44 percent; for JOBS, it
was 65 percent. Another intriguing figure shows up in this recent table under
the heading "placementemployment, armed forces and full time school": for
the Job Corps, the figure is a comparatively high 67 percent; for the JOBS pro-
gram, we are told the information is "not available." Faced with a termination
rate of up to 67 percent, and reluctant to abandon ;he old slogan of "100 per-
cent placement," the Labor Department ducks the Issue by saying that place-
ment or retentionwhatever you want to call It just can't be computed. j

But to res-ite the questionw}iy the disastrous termination rate ni this
program which offers a permanent jog, a valuable skill, and a highly appealing
array of social services?

Tounderstand thisquestion, you must look beyond the concept of the JOBS
pro,ram and look at the reality o; the contracts.

Unless the failunit of public programs to deliver on their promises has made
you immune to shock, I think you would be shocked as you measure the con-
tracts against the concept. Let me race over some examples.

A Dallas (Texas] dry cleaners consortium of 19 small firms got a
$1, 258,637 contract to train 450 stik finishers and wool pressers at i cost
of $2,776 apiece, even though the 19 firms involved presently employ only
about 100 people and there aren't 450 such jobs in the whole city of Dallas.
The program tan for eight inoilths and used up $424, 607 before a newspaper
exposed the fact that the trainees had never even been hired for jobsthe
first requirement in a JOBS contract. Now the Labor Departmelit has can -
celled the contract and turned out all the trainees, unpaid and without jobs.

A New York trade school firm, American Learning Systems, created a
consortium of about 20 small firms and won a JOBS contract for $6,675,000
ostensibly to create 1,955 jobs. Two-thirds of the money$4, 781, 616
is togo to American Learning Syste for providing education, counseling,
medical care, etc. Yet four employers under the contract told government
auditors that the services are not being provided. One said the govern-
ment was not getting anything for the money." A former employee of
American Learning Systems said trainees working in low skill assemblers
jobs were listed as higher skilled truck operators under this contract so
the government could be billed at higher rate.

Merit Entoprises, Brooklyn, N. Y. , got a $544, 600 contract even
though it has "a fa.istastic record of job turnover" end highly seasonal pro-
duction. The firm hired 479 Nerto Ricans, Haitians, and low skilled
American blacks at $1.60 an Lour iwith half the salary paid by the govern-
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ment). Once its Christmas production rush was over, it laid off 100 per-
cent. Despite this record, the Labor Department has agreed to consider
giving the firm a new contract for the coming production season.

Alladin Heating Corp. , Alameda, California, got a $166,1/4 contract
even thot.gh it stated in its proposal that ''the total crew will be subject
to layoff upon contract termination." True to its word, the firm hired 155
and terminated 146. The promised on-the-job training was not given.
Classroom training was begun and dropped. Six out of 10 trainees inter-
vieNedby government auditors did not even know they were JOBS trainees.
A1110 said they were never taken off the production line for special train-
ing or counseling.

Woodside Division of Dan River Mills, Greenville, S.C., got a
S1,856, 000 contract to hire 1,000 trainees at $1.60 an hour (50 percent
subsidized). It plans to bill the government for $132, 010 for orientation
which is spelled out in precise detailincluding one hour entitled "wel-
come to Woodside Mills; one hour to discuss vacations, one hour to dis-
cuss leavesof absence, sixhours to tcL.,r the plant and two hours sot aside
for locatior. of rest rooms.''

Republic Steel Corp, has billed the government for "special counsel-
ing for anticipated layoffs," This is one example of training which trainees
have been able to put to use, because the firm has now laid off a number
of its JOBS trainees.

A Detroit manufacturing firm promised 26 weeks of on-the-job train-
ing at a cost of $1,040 per trainee. Company officials ad nitted to Govern-
ment Accounting Office auditors that no formal or scheduled on-the-job
training was implemented. These officials could cite no costs they in-
curred for such training. Of nine trainees interviewed, six said they were
put right to work without ant"rainin5and as ,jeneral laborers rather than
as machtnlsts, as provided in the cuntract.

There are maity, many more examples.

What are the common elements that run through these cases?

1. Many contractors never hire the trainees they contract for. The New
York consortium Is an example. It seems to be falling flat on its face. Such
cases explain the gap between pledges end hires. Thus the total of "jobs
pledged" Is of littYa value as a measure of program success.

2. Some contractors hire several times their contract nunker, because
of fantastic termination rates. Leaf Brands in Chicago nas tired 72r, people
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for 200 jobs. Thus even the total of persons hired may be of little significan:ie;
it does not measure people in the program.

3. The causes of termination vary greatly, but it is clearly a mistake to
conclude that trainees merely drop out from lack of desire to work. They didn't
drop out at Merit Enterprises or at Alladin. At Zenith Radio Corp. Z8 percent
left of their own accord; 61 percent were laid off.

4. Most importantly, the common theme you see funning through what
would call the bad contracts is a fait:ire to deliter the promised seri ices.

And this failure to deliver promised servicesservices fur which the gov-
ernment is legularlybilleddefinitely plays a role in the high termination rate.

The GAO testified before our subcommittee:

We have noted various examples of employers who did not provide
contractually required supportive services to rrainees, althougn the em-
ployers i..cere paid for such services. . . . Experience gained by the De-
partment in prior manpower training programs ,ndicates that supportive
services are nececsory to assist a disadvantaged person in adjusting to
the job and in keeping him on the job.

Two examples of cases noted in our review where a lack of supportive
services and training seemed to contribute to high termination rates fol-
low:

A i.anitorial service in Portland contracted the Departrne.,t to pro-
vide supportive services, including initial orientation and counseling, job
related basic education, special counseling and coachine. medical and
dental examinations, and tTansportation . . . . In his pic,,3r.sal the mit-
tractor stated that he would hire a qualified teacher to teach reading,
writing, arithmetic and communications skills required for job performance,
as a part of job related basic education. We found that the emOoyer's
;".ctual program for job related basic education consisted of explaining the
Nature of payroll deductions to trainees. No teacher was hired. Trainees
were not gi-Jen special couri.,elinj, only brief orientation, and only a few
were provided medical or 4ental exams. Of the IS individuals hired to fill
the 16 positions under the cpntiact, Z5 terminated: 16 of these after tend/
on the lob four weeks or les..

is consortium contractor in San l'iancisco hired 36 trainees an' had
terminated 20 betwecn March 1969 and December 31, 1960. The ci,sortium
Lcittract provided for a full range of supportive services an! vestihule shill
*raii.iiig to be given by a subcontractor, in classroom tyr..- situations. ',Ve
feu!. ], 1 owever, that th,se servi.es, the cx-eptyn of , _0,1r, 1.
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ing and orientation, were not given to the trainees . . The sub.on-
tractor, who turned out to be one individual with no staff, did not have
the necessary funds to set up the vestibule and supportive services class-
room job.

Sheldon Roodman, a ChicagoCiace of Economic Opportunity flegal Services
lawyer, testified in behalf of the Northwest Employrrnt Development Corpora-
tion, a community group which has 3 JOBS contract involving 24 employers on
the near northwest side of Chicago. The consortium was organized by an as-
socia,ion of local business firms called the Industrial Council of tht Northwest
Community, Inc. The Northwest Community Organization, desirous of playing
a role in mar power training for he disadvantaged in its area, offered to imn a
community-ownc corporation to provide the supportive services under the
contract.

As attorney for the community corporation, Roodmari's experience has
been grim. When he visited the 24 companies in the consortium, only seven
understood the objective of JOBS. Four promptly withdrew when they earned
it involved hiring the disadvantaged. Many of those who remained continued
to fight the concept. Mr. Roodman testified:

From the inception of the program the job related education program,
which consisted primarily of teaching English to Spanish-speaking unem-
ployed, was minimized and subordinated to other interests and needs....
Immediate company job needs often required trainees to start full time on
th job with the oft-stated promise that job related education could com-
mence in a short time after the company crisis subsided. There was a
prevalent company attitude that job re'ted education was not required for
adequate job performance, which was undoubtedly true, given the low skill
nature of many of the jobs.

I ighting for a chance to deliver on the rosy ^omises of the contract, the
community corporation turr....-d to the 1.abor Department for guidance in this dis-
pute over whether education had to be delivered as promised. Mr. Roodman
testified:

Specific written requests were made to the department for a clear
statement of the minimum job related education required under the contract.
.:o written answer has been received. However, informally and orally it

s been stated that the emount of training required was that which was
necessary to prepare trainees for adequate job performance, which was
ninimal. With this interpretation from the Department of Labor, [the com-
munity] corporation's ability to promote job related education was sub-
stantially undermined. Asa consequence, some 340 of a total of 470 per-
sons hired as MA-3 trainees have already terminated, all but "0 of them
without ever having been exposed to the spck,:n Engliel or basic education
that hie program was to have offered them.
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Mr. Roodman made a similar indictment of the on-the-job training compo-
nent in JOBS contracts. He said it is largely an illusion. The contract has
reimbursed employers for anywhere from $800 to $3,000for on-the-job training.
Yet, he testified, ''for most of the Jobs this has amounted to no more than 15
to 40 minutes of initial job instruction and infrequent personal supervision to
correct work procedure." For a job listed as a "packer," which apparently is
a person who loads a truck, the contract provides $1, 155 for on-the-job train-
ing. Roodman cited another job for which the on-the-job training cost is listed
at $1, 440. Yet on-the-job training consists of little more than 40 minutes of
familiarization with the job on the first daythe same given all other employees.

One of the most alarming trends in the JOBS program 's the rapid growth of
subcontractorsthe NAB referred to then. in House testimory :s "flesh ped-
dlers"whc openly solicit employers to negotiate JOBS contracts. The sub-
contractors offer to prov.de everything. They will draft and get approval of the
contract; they will recruit the workers; they will pruvide all the supportive
services, and it won't cost you a thing," they assure the employer. Adver-
tisements to this effect have been published in newspapers by American Learn-
ing Systems.

The Systems Development Corporation study done under a Labor Department
contract soundad a warning about the proliferation of subcontractors. It said
that there were more than 150 such firms in the Los Angeles area alone.

I talked with the TOES project director at Hoffman Brothers Packing Com-
pany in Los Angeles, who felt he had been burned by a subcontractor. He said:
They are springing up faster than Holiday Inns. All you need is five chairs

and a blackboard and you are in business."

Those who are concerned about the development of a dual system in the
field of vocational training and education might take & c,00d look at the $6. 5
million New York contract involving American Learning Systems. For example,
for an assembler at latemational Appliance Corporation, the ,.ontract provides
$720 per trainee for on-the-job training and $1, 120 for basic education. For a
shipping clerk at the Excellent Big Corporation, the contract provides $1, 363
for basic education and $580 for on-the-job training. For the Yoo Hoo Beverage
Compan', the contract provides--for a maintenance man $1, 800 in on-the-job
training and $1,363 In basic education. American Learning Systems has leased
large amounts of space and is in the process of setting up elaborate education
centers in connection with this $4. 7 million contract for services.

Similar things ere going on in companies all across America, large and
small. There seems to be little uniformity in the contract payment, approved
for education and on-the-job training, however. A study by Sar Levitan and
Garth Mangum, cited in our staff report, shows that costs for janitors, for ex-
ample, can range from $1, 000 to $3, 600. At the State Poultry Company in
Jackson, Mississippi, basic education for an industrial 'ruck operator is $150.
Fora foremanitlsoniy $420. But at 1JRB Products in Farmingdale, N. Y. , basic
education for a pool table assembler Is $1, 120. For the Freeport Shrimp Asso-
ciation, basic education for a fishing boat trainee is $1,131.
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One more factor which must be mentioned is the frequency of low pay,
dead-end jobs. The Austin Laundry and Dry Cleaning Company got J contract
to hire silk finishers at $1. 30 an hour. The wage cost to the employer is h5
cents. Laurelwood Medical Hospital at San Antonio got a contract for maids
and cook helpers at $1.30. There arc many contracts for $1.60 en hour. Where
these are senping stones to the learning of a skill and a meaningful wage,
they can be ius: ;led. But many of these low paying contracts offer little beyond
the jcbthe trainee takes the first day at work, and a pay ceiling of $2 to $2, 25
an hour.

Peoples Drug Stores in Washington hired more than 100 trainees at $1.80
an hot'. They got virtuall; no training and no special services. They stayed
an average of one mono. and 14 days. Almost all have terminated. But the
employer does Lot see that as unusual, He testified that the JOBS trainees are
escentially the came people he has been hiring all along, and they stayer' about
the same length of time. That is what the labor market is like at $1. 80an i our
in Washington, l C. You push a broom for $1.80 an hour until you find some-
thing at $1.85 or $2.

To those who wish to serlol.siy evaluate thir., prog:a..., the Diggest single
shortcoming is the lack of reliable data. The GAO testified;

There are significant shortcomings in the management information
system. We believe there is a need for much more complete and reliable
data on JOBS program operations, particularly data conce:ning the eligibility
of participants, and follow-up data concerning persors who h:d dropped
outorhave completed training . . , We believe complete data is essen-
tial to permit effective administration and evaluation of the JOBS program,

The Systems Development Corporation Study done for the Labor Department
we s even more blunt. It stated:

keliable information concerning the number of people actually placed
under the program and the number currently at work is, for all practical
purposes, impossible to obtain.

The Washington Post stated on May 12, WO:

Secretary Shultz conceded JOBS is not perfect, but said the program
should also be judged in the light of its achievements, such as the hiring
of 432,000 disadvantaged persons . . .

There is no may to substantiate that figure. In the first place, even the
NI,B, which supplied the figure, will not stand behind it. The data simply do
not exist. Back when NAB claimed a total of 380,009 people hired, GAO found
"hire cards," a basic item in the NAB Management Information System, were
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available for only 158,904 or 41.8 percent. Since the IBM computer card in-
formation systemwasn't producing the numbers needed, NAB took to tolephoning
around the country and asking NAB directors how many jobs they had filled.
That's how they got it up to 380, 000 by the end of January and 432, 000 by the
end of March.

But bad as its reporting system is, even NAB is forthright enough to ac-
knowledge that those 432,000 alleged hires must be reduced by 243, 000 term-
inations. NAB also has progressively reduced its retention claim from 80 per-
cent to 48 percent.

So, if you really do want to attribute to this program the achievement of
having hired 432,000 disadvantaged persons, you must remember that more than
half of them are already gone, and that the data to prove t the were ever
there do not exist.

In summary, the nationwide failure of the JOBS program to deliver jobs,
education, and training to the disadvantaged Is thoroughly proven by the na-
tionwide figures. The bad contracts which have been exposed are not isolated
examples, but are an inevitable result of weaknesses in the program as a whole.
The failures result from the highly publicized and completely unrealistic goals,
the hasty negotiation of contracts in hopes of meeting these goals, a failure
to monitor contracts, and a refusal to face up to failures in the program when
they have been revealed by impartial auditors. Rather than a massive increase
to 140,000 jobs in the contract portion of the program, the program has achieved
what I would consider a rather pitifully small increase (as of March 31) of only
about 11, 000 over June 30, 1969.

The responAbility for shortcomings in the program must be shared by the
NAB and the Labor Department. The NAB receives more than $5 million in fed-
eral funds. It sees Itself simply as a promoter of the program, It is placing
advertisements and news releases all over the country, praising the program
as a tremendous success. When the NAB testified befre our subcommittee,
their praise of the program consumed 33 typewritten pages before Senator Cran-
ston asked them about the first bad contract, The NAB promptly abandoned .11
responsibility. The witness testified:

This is not our job. I probably should not even comment on it. The
task givcn us was to get the jobs, and we don't have anything to do with
the monitoring, cr the actual contract itself.

The NAB witness went on tc, denounce the Senate Subcommittee staff report
for "pointing out a f horrible examples":
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Of course, I dislike these horrible examples. I think these things
should be exposed, and I think the program should be monitored . . . but
that is not really our job.

It certainly isn't.

The Labor Department has now faced reality and made a further budget cut-
back for JOBS. From $920 million, we are now down to $175 million for fis,:al
1970.

The victims of these horrible examples, of course, are not the NAB or the
Labor Department, but the poor and unskilled memb3rs of society who were
supposed to reap rich benefits from this program. No matter whose figures you
use, more than half of those who staked their hopes in this program are back
out on the streets again, most of them without ever receiving the prize we
dangled before them. We are tole that many : e more bitter than ever.

Frankly, it is in the hope of getting sQmeone to consider their plight that
I make this report to you here today. The things brcught c in the GAO audit,
in the testimony of many witnesses befor3 our cotomittee, in tne staff report,
and in these remarks of mine are going to make a lot of people unhappy. They
should. They are going to cast a cloud over a program 1.thi 3 up until now had
been viewed by almost everyone as highly successful. They should.

There are no lobbyists in Washington representing the hard core disad-
vantaged. When a JOBS contract is negotiated, the disa3vantaged are riot a
party to the contract.

If we are going to use them for billing purposes, if we are going to count
them up in order to make the record of the program look good, I think we should
give them something in return. I think we should give them a JOBS program
which lives up to its lofty concept, which provides good permar.t_mt jobs, gen-
uine training for a skill, solid educational and other supportive services pro-
vic1,-.d by competent people.

Until that is achieved, there are a number of us who plan to continue mak-
ing a number of people unhappy.
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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF A COORDINATED

WORKING RELATIONSHIP: PANEL DISCUSSION

CLARENCE GREIBER
WISCONSIN BOARD OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

I would like to reemphasize several comments which were made regarding
vocational education by this morning's panel. In Wisconsin, vocational and
technical education, since its establishment in 1911 as a state system, has
assumed a total manpower training responsibility. Vocational education in our
state continues to provide a comprehensive program which recognizes a respon-
sIbi-ty for meeting the neads of youth and adults, in-school and out-of-school,
in full-time and part-time day and evening programs. We have a separate
State Board of Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education representative of
labor, management, the general public, and government which by its very
composition is able to respond quickly to new manpower demands which are
placed upon the system.

Vocational education is manpower with the educational component added.
Vocational educators are concerned about the possible development of dual
manpower training systems and feel that traditionally many states ha..e ade-
quately met the challenges of manpower supply. I hope that the state advisory
councils required under the provisions of the federal Vocational Education Act
will urge vocational education systems thr)ughout the country to commit them-
selves to a total manpower training and education responsibility.

I also want to emphasize that it is impossible to separate "preventive"
from "remedial" programs of vocational education. A so-called "remedial" pro-
gram may serve as preventive for an adult whose occupation has disappeared
and who must prepare himself for a new occupation.

In discussing the question of working together in achieirg e coordinated
work relationship, I would like to point out some of the act ns which have
been taken in our state. First, 1 IAD make sc -e obs.ervations on state-fedval
relationship in delivering manpower programs; 7econd, I will review sor-, of
the basic weaknesses in relationships between :_rlencies of state ,c.'ernmcnt:
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third, I willdiscuss some of the vehicles for executive formation of state man-
power policies; fourth, I will discuss the state Manpower Council's role and
responsibility; and finally, I will review the relations which, exist between
agencies concerned with manpower in Wisconsin.

The past decade has seen the growth of an impressive number of federal
programs designed to meet manpower problems across the country. Examples
of these are the Manpower Development and Training Program, Concentrated
Employment Program, the Work Incentive Program, and oth?rs. These together
with traditional programs provide an imposing array of manpower programs in
Wisconsin. During . to 1965 -71 biennium, our state government is administer-
ing an estimated $Z75 million in manpower programs.

As State Director of Wisconsin's vocational and technical school system,
I have had many years of experience in working with federal programs. I have
seen the following problems in delivering manpower services ininq for
the world of work. First, there is no overall federal manpower v li r

In 19671 was privileged to serve on a comm'Itee appointed ur .ter n :res-
sional authority which was assigned the responsibility of revi2Ni, 1 the ad-
ministration of training programs. A part of the charge given to tnr, ,ommitve
was: The study is to have as its principal purposes, to determine :her, is
waste, duplication and inefficiency in administering these proc, as
individual programs, and if this determination is in the affirmative, tc rr a'Ke
recommendations for correction. "

Me: a }ear of hearings held throughout the country, in Mar i'r6ti the
committee issued its report which included a substantial number of -ecommcn-
dations, one of which read as follows:

National manpower policy, currently expressed only through an rent
aggregation of laws and practices, needs to be definitively for pw fated ary
codified. Goals, commitments, priorities and constraints nr 1 t, he di
lineated. Interrelationships between employment, training, oduc, and
welfare policies need to be explicit.

As a result of the development of many manpower progran, during recent
years, there is fragmented, uncoordinated administrationof manpu,vc programs.
The state's job of Guiding and delivering manpower programs is rn.,lc very dif-
ficult by this weakness. The federal government primarily int,_rested in
reaching national objectives irrespective of the importance c r iini :ueness of
state manpower problems. Nati vial programs have dominated al] act,cn to meet
manpower needs. As an examp`e, only a small part of Wiscon it vocational
system funding is federal; yet tederal progr,11 requirements ha,:e
directed where the large share of state arr.; local funding is tc be spent. In
ocher ....Trds, Ole tail appears to be ...ag,iin-r the do:.



When I first joined the vocational and technical education system in Wis-
consin more than 40 years ago, there was considerable criticism of the federal
controls attached to federal funding. It is my observation that federal controls
today are much greater and more stringent than in the past. I also believe that
many states would be able to do an effective job without the federal controls
which havebeenest.blished. If federal controls are necessary to force certain
of the states to meet minim n standards, they should be considered fcr these
states only. It is apparent therefore, that during recent years the state and
local partnership of the federal government has b,,eri neglected and dominated
more and more by federal programs.

Becausa of these problems in federal-state rPlationship;, I look upon the
Nixon Administration's New Federalism with some inticipation. As I unde-stand
New Federalism, Wisconsin's community and state government will be encour-
aged to take initiative and leadership in meeting a variety of problems before
us today. New Federalism means to me the opportunity for Wisconsin state
government to try new approaches to meet manpower needs.

As I have alreadyindicated, there are weaknesses in relationship between
agencies within state government. Up to now Wisconsin state governmert has
followed a course with these characteristics when it deals with manpower prob-
lems: Each problem is addressed on a F.d hoc basis .vith no reference to broad
policy or earlit: actions to meet similar needs. Often groups receiving man-
power service are served by several state agencies with no or little coordina-
tion among them. Because several independent state agencies may provide
similar programs to a group, conflict and inefficiency in assisting individuals
do occur.

I feel that bring consistency to state manpower administration and to
set overall manpower policy, the governor of Wisconsin must be involved.
Governor Knowles must determine the way Wisconsin responds to the challenge
of New Federalism. I think he is the individual to guide state agencies and
insist that they work together to meet r,,anpo\ver needs.

Whatvehicles have been developed In our state for executive formation of
state manpower policy? Governor Knowles could have chosen to establish and
direct state manpower policy from his executive office. He could have used
the state's Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning System (CAMPS) as a ve-
hicle to carry out state manpower policy estabili-,hed '-y his office. A definite
weakness, however, exists inusingCA:.IPS to formulat. state manpower policy.
CAI\IPS generally is composed of second- or third -lire administrative staff
who do r1,7,t have the final decision-inakinj responsibility for the a-Tr,,,
they represent. Piternatively. the governor could have diiected specific state
agencies to ...ork togethe:r on an ad hoc basis to develop policies in 7.ar, pcwer.
This ri6ighthive occurred once he ha,.i (iecHed what 7, anto-,ver areas ...ere criti-
cal to ,-i-iress.
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However, Governor Knowles felt that there is a more suitable vehicle for
doing both the essential jobs of developing manpower policies and overseeing
their implementation. This vehicle is a governor's cabinet composed of heads
of state agencies and systems responsible for administering state and federal
manpower programs. The cabinet idea has served our state well in meeting a
variety of traditional state responsibilities. To meet the challenge of New
Federalism, the governor established a Manpower Cabinetthe Manpower
Council. Until the Manpower Council was established in the fall of 1969, I

'read to deal alone with many manpower problems relating to vocational and
tech,.ical edu,:ation. Through this Council, Governor Knowles has given me
and the secretaries and directors of seven other state agencies the opportunity
to work as a team. We can together set a broad policy framework and take ac-
t.--.1 on manpower. One direct result of this cooperation is the opportunity to
help the state vocational and technical system do an even better job than it is
now doing.

The Manpower Council has definite roles and responsibilities. It has
three responsibilities in carrying out its role of advising the governor on state
manpower policies: first, to guide the deve:opment of state policies to meet
priority manpower needs; second, to communicate these needs and policies to
the governor, the legisIatur3, the federal government, and Wisconsin citizens;
and third, to advocate courses of action and priority needs especially to the
federal government but also to the state legislature.

The Council has been defining the limits of its responsibilities in setting
its direction in order to guide and communicate manpower policy formulation.
In line with this commitment the Council has defined the term manporcer for
use in Wisconsin. It has developed an inventory of federal- and state-funded
manpower programs in cur state. It has agreed to write a program memorandum
to explain to the governor, the legislature, and to each council member, cur-
rent and proposed manpower programs and the priority they are designed to
meet. It is working on defining priorities to be met in manpower. It has
decided to develop uniform statewide definitions and terms used in manpower.
It has agreed to emphasize the public service careers program in hiring ne,v
state employes. F;nally, it has requester] the Department of Health and Social
Services to develop an application for an MDTA grant to train health parapro-
fessionals through their institutions.

An essential elerm:mt of the Council's responsibility is to advocate poli-
cies and courses of action. Within state government the program memorandum
will be one vehicle to be used. The principal focus of advocacy, however,
will be the federal government. The following points will probably be made to
fcderal policy-makers.

1. The Nixon Administration's manpower bill requests each state to :,elect
a principal administering agency for federal manpower programs. The
Manpower Council will have this function in Wisconsin.
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2. Wisconsin can do a better Job of meeting manpower needs with tar

fewer regulations in carrying out federal programs.

3. Eventually the Manpower Council will provide the state with the ef-
fectiveness to use responsibly federal block grants for manpower purposes.

In conclusion, let me briefly comment on the cooperation which exists in
Wisconsin presently between agencies concerned in manpower training. More

than ten Years ago and before the requirement existed in federal guidelines, a
liaison committee was established to coordinate relationships between the
Wisconsin State Employment Service and the vocational and technical education
system. When I have attended meetings of state directo-s, I have been sur-
prised to learn of the lack of cooperation which exists in name states between
vocational education and the Employment Service.

We have also developed a close working relationship between the second-
aryvocationaleducation programs supervised by the State Department of Public
Instruction in the public high schools of the state and the post-secondary pro-
grams adn.inistered in the technical institutes and technical colleges of our

state. Close cooperation exists between the vocational education system and

the Department of Local Affairs. The existing agreements and past cooperation
will be greatly strengthened as the result of the coordinating influence of the
State Manpower Council already referred to.

Our state has a lo g history of coordination and cooperation which is being
enhanced through the use of methods which will enable us to do an even better
lob of manpower training and education.
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F. J. WALSH
WISCONSIN STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

We cart foresee certain problem areas as the proposed legislation now
stands, but these may change in the final draft. I will mention some of them,
but mainly I want to talk about what we and the vocational educational ,eople
have zoccrnplish.-r4ls a basis for handling problems that may arise in the future.

There seems to be some feeling that the vocational education system and
the Employment Service are two entirely different breeds of animals serving a
very different clientele. Historically this is not true, and currently this is not
so except that the Employment Service is charged with devoting an increasing
amount of its resources to serving that segment of our population termed "dis-
advar.taged."

In recent years, especially since the passage of the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act, Employment Service priority has been given to the ex-
pansion of ,..,medial education and training for those who are not competitive
in the labor market, We still work with middle-class Job-ready people, but
half of our efforts in Wisconsin are devoted to helping people sharpen their
latent talents, enrolling them in classes to teach them marketable skills and
attempting to turn them into tax-paying citizens with the dignity that comes
with making their own way. The idea is to "help them help themselves" by
channeling them into the guidance and training necessary to lift them from tleir
present level of dependence to the higher level of independence.

In this endeavor, we have been helped immeasurably by our vocational
education systemwhich is one of the best eguicped and most comprehensive In
the nation. In meeting the needs of special groups, both the Employment Serv-
ice and vocational education operations have changed in the past several
years. The Employment Service has expanded its efforts to screen into the
labor market those who have been in the backwaters of our economy, and the
vocational system has expanded its curricula to help meet the educational and
training needs of these people.

Since 1962 through June of last year, over 23, 000 persons have been en-
rolled in Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) prowams in Wiscon-
sin, and 75 percent of these programs were conducted by public educational
institutions. The other 25 percent comprise persons 'Ain were channeled into
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on-the-Job training. Of the 4,000 persons enrolled in MDTA programs last
year, 65 percent were disadvantaged, 39 percent were nonwhite, and 62 per-
cent completed their courses.

Problems are encountered in any relationship. Divergencies of opinion
exist and this will continue to be so. But, I feel we have made a great c'eal
of progress through on-going discussions that have helped us both work as
links in a chain rather than as isolated agencies.

One of our mutual problems concerns the educational readiness, or rather
the lack of it, exhibited by disadvantaged persons for occupational training.
Many occupational training courses demand a certain background on which the
student can build, and most disadvantaged people do not have this background.
WE-, in the Employment Service, work with an individual to plan a specific
course of action to give him what he needs, including basic world-of-work
orientation in which he may have to learn a simple thing like punching a time
clock or taking a bus. We build our orientation around an assessment of his

We do not, however, have facilities to provide him with recupational
training, and therefore we channel the disadvantaged person into institutional
or on-the-Job situations. Concerning institutional training, we believe that
"students" rather than "courses" should be taught. We believe the vocational
education system does not allow for this at the present time, but there is a
gap and it will have to be filled. We note that there is a trend to transform
vocational schools into community colleges-, and at the same time to expand
vocational training at the high school level. Our concern centers around the
fact that it will take high schools a comparatively long time to gear up for
substantial training, and we can't z,fford to lose vocational school training in
the meantime. We believe it should nrit be necessary to go outside the voca-
tional education system to any great extent to provide the training needed. We
do not see wholesale use of private training schools in Wisconsin as might be
the case in some other states.

Another problam we encounter is the attitude in some places that provi-
sions for remedial training for certain groups should go only as far as federal
money reaches. This is the other side of the coin from our experience with the
Vocational School in Rice Lake, for example, which extends the curriculum as
far as possible to provide training to anyone who comes to the school. Other
schools are also accommodating, but, as I said before, we recognize that di-
vergent philosophies exist in the same system, and we are working togetner to
solve the problems where we find them.

One current problem that bears on the discussion of the proposed manpower
legislation is that under the present arrangement between various agencies, a
progtarngets started and goes on in spite of possible overtraining or the emer-
g.:nce of more critical training needs in another field. local boards are con-
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servative. Advisory committees tend to perpetuate themselves and lose focus
on the industries they represent. Money has been spent for equipment and
teachers, and no one appears to have the authority to shift the endeavor be-
cause no one agency has operational control.

There is a lack of realistic methods of evaluating on-going manpower pro-
grams to determine how we are doing and if the training is useful. We find we
are limited in projecting occupational needs because employes find it diffi-
cult to estimate theix needs five to ten years ahead, due to many variables.
We realize that schools look to us to furnish this information, and it is hard
to come by and is not always accurate. For example, in the early 1960s we
predicted dire effects from automation, but the disaster we feared did not occur
because other variables absorbed displacements.

We think, however, that the arrangement under the Manpower Training
Act, which implies that the Employment Service would have operational control,
could be more responsive to training needs while recognizing that this may be
more disruptive to training institutions. Personally, I think that Wisconsin's
Manpower Council can help create a more responsive system in the form of an
authoritative group that would include educators, industry, labor, and feder-
ally-funded manpower agencies.

It is hard to predict what problems may arise i-om any proposed legisla-
tion until we see it in its final form. But, based on our experience with Wis-
consin's vocational education people, prospects for coordination of training
relations are very good. We have had increasingly good relations at state and
local levels since the passage of MDTA in 1962, and we see it continuing.

An example of this is the vocational education and Employment Service
liaison committee which identifies and provides the educational system with
occupational and labor market information and trends to help plan relevant
courses. This liaison has also resulted in cooperation on the local level in
the use of mutual facilities and sitting on planning groups together. Stan
Spencer of the Employment Service and Lauren Celly of the State Board of Vo-
cational Education are co-chairmen of the committee.

EC. Kehl, Assistant Administrator of the Employment Service, is our repre-
sentative on the State Advisory Council for Vocational Education, and another
coordinating factor is the State Manpower Council in which both the vocational
education system and the Employment Service are represented. We also have
daily contact With Merle Bodine wno is the MDTA coordinator for vocational
education in Wisconsin.

Under MDTA we have a partnership, The Employment Service asks VOC6-
tiona I education to sat up programs to noel the needs of disadvantaged per-
sons, and they take it from there in deciding what facilities to use. who shouLl
teach the courses, and so forth. Under the proposed Administration
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tion, this power would presumably be placed in the hands of the Employn-lilt
Service. This could be a problem initially at local levels in that it would place
Employment Service personnel in the position of making educational and train-
ing decisions for which they may not be qualified.

We believe, however, that the State Manpower Council could establish
policies to avoid these pitfalls and insure that those decisions had input from
educators at the /00'81 level. Our position, in general, would be to push for
training atvarious levels, to extend downwa. ' to accommodate the who need
basic education, and to provide levels throug,vhich they could pass and build
upon.

We must also examine the validity of occupational barriers which exist
and which arise from regist ion and licensing requirements. These barriers
serve to "fence in jobs and rt:nce people out, and are pretty much outdated.
Fran'.1y, we find this in our own Civil Service system with examinations which
too often have little or nothing to do with the job to be performed.

As a help to everyone involved, I would like to mention that we are setting
up a Job Bank in Milwaukee using a computer. As we develop this capability
of transmitting information rapidly and expand it throughout the state, it may
be beneficial to install terminals in training facilities to give in'ormation about
jobs as a guide to needs, a source of information to graduates, and a help to
instructors in relating this information to students to enrich their training.

Finally, whatever bill is passed, we believe it to be extremely important
that training facilities and slotting be so flexible that a disadvantaged person
who needs and wants training now wilt not have to be told to come back in
three cr four months. All the rhetoric in the world will not dispel the dangerous
credibility gap that immediately appears when a needy person is told his insti-
tutions cannot serve him when he needs them most.

SYDNEY FORBES

WISCONSIN POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

The flow chart submitted here is offered for your study and expl..,ration for
adaptation in the implementation of state and 1°,81 level comprehensive man-
power training programs. It focuses on two basic problem areas: the need for
more personalized training of black disacivar taged for employment career op-
portunities, and the need for more effective linkage between manpower traininj
activities and industry. While the only manpower training resource indicated
is technical and vocallcnal, it is conceivable that the chart could he rr c.iifed
to have application to o.her manpower training organizations.

JrO
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The Justification for this approach must first be made In observations on
the current case of the black oisadvantaged In terms of the nature of his prob-
lems and some aspects of majority-minority attitudes as they exist today. Let
me come to the point, then, in drawing from black rhetoric some of the roots of
the realities relating to the complexity of the problems in the Negro culture iii
present-day America.

Historically, the absence of meaningful civil rights legislation against
discrimination was thought tobe the single most important deterrent to the eco-
nomic and social progress of Black America. But in recent years we have come
to learn that progress for all minorities (particularly black) requires more than
legislation. It requires our immediate and direct corrective action in employ-
ment, education, and housing. All of these are inseparable from human rights.

Donald Slaiman, member of the Executive Committee of the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights and the Advisory Committee to the Urban League's
Labor Education Advancement Program, put his finger on the real pulse of the
matter. Inreporting to the 1968 U. S. Department of Labor seminar on Manpower
Policy and Program, he commented on the persistence of the economic gap be-
tween blacks and whites. To paraphrase his observations, discrimination and
segregation were being erased at a very slow rate from 1939 to 1954, when the
Supreme Court decision on school desegregation was handed down. During
that period the economic gap between minorities and the rest of the people was
closing at a rate of about 1 percent a year.'

Most observers, it seemed, assumed that any acceleration of the removal
of segregation and discrimination %you:3 also step up the rate of the narrowing
of the economic gap. Thus, when the 19 54 Supreme Court decision on school
desegregation was handed down, the country as a whole and minorities in par-
ticular enjoyed expectations of greater opportunities for everyone. Even though
the civil rights revolution has continued to make gains, the economic gap has
widened. It is this frustration of hope which is at the very heart of today's
dilemmas in the civil rights movement and the urban crisis.

A closer examination of the needs of youth in our urban ghettos reveals
the true nature of the depth of our problems. We crust recognize that we can-
not talk of creating job opportunities with any degree of success without equal
emphasis on training and educational opportunities. Neither can we talk of
training and education without stressing high quality education and high quality
training. Slum housing and the absence of or, at best, poor facilities for
training continue to be the precipitants of dulled initiative, bitterness, frus-
tration, and lack of motivation for Negro youth.

U. S. Department of Labor, RiOtts iu (hr ro.ban p. ;.
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Prolonged absence of these basic needs which are central to each indi-
vidual's right to economic opportunity is taking its devastating toll on hard
core youth in urban areas. It was indeed, with deep concern, that the National
Association for Community Development noted, "The increasing pool of hard
core unemployed and sub-employed may, in specific groups, particularly the
young people in urban centers, reach 30 percent of the work force."

To quickly backdrop this observation, one doesn't have to dig too deeply
into the major factors which contributed heavily to today's urban crisis.

The dramatic transformation of the Negro from a rural to an urban resident
took place in an almost unbelievably short space of time Shortly after the
turn of the century, the great majority 173 percent) of Negroes were rural resi-
dents on farms or in rural towns and cities of 2, 500 people or less,

Some 50 years later survey figures indicate a complete reversal of the
situation. Seventy-three percent of all Negroes were living in urban areas in
1960, and their concentration in central city e-eas was taking place very rap-
idly. In the 20-year period, 1920 to 1940, Negro population in central city
areas rose by83 percent and rocketed by a further increase of 123 percent dur-
ing the succeeding 20 years to 1960. The number is still growing. During the
decade of the sixties, Negro immigration to central cities increased by some
two million, about twice the rate of white exodus, and fully one-third of all
Negroes were living in 24 of our nation's largest cities.

Thus, the overcrowded cond.tions, dilapidated and overworked facilities,
continue to contribute to the frustrations of the urban crisis, And whencoupled
with the history the discriminatory practices which brought about social
physical denials and emotional barriers, one can readily grasp some sense of
the severity of urban crisis problems and poverty,

These are the environmental factors which have shaped the minds and atti-
tudes of the disagyantaged.. These are the factors to which we must address
ourselves if we are to devise better methods to deal with them and to develop
more intensive personalized problem-solving approaches. It seems to me that
these functions can go on simultaneously with skill and other job-oriented
tray; ing prograris ....Mich have already shown that they are flexible enough for
ajaptation in this direction. Tha real need at this point, as I see it, is for
the ii tro,.itictiol of skilled race and huLan relations resource training teams,
in both industry and the Menpcy,ver training units. This, together with continu-
ous iraison bet.veen in:iustry arvi rnanpo.,...er training organizations, could be a
key step in mounting a 7.car,in::ful attack on the problem of recapturing the hu-
,7.3r6 resour,.es for c-arcer opyQrtunity (jcvelc-TTE,nt. "1":., do this Le to be-
gin trc, Le,:!nning, that is, to Irt'.':1VC. people -Jose primary ,:oncerns C.Te

prcl lens an? th.e hd an rcl.atic,ns livin and hwmnn
relations in inn:ustry,

ti.
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It would be foolhardy to assume that the problems car be dealt with through
simple programs. Our history of manpower development training programs has
not yielded, to any great degree, measurable progress in the three principles
upon which manpower legislation was founded initially: full employment, eco-
nomic growth, and economic opportunity for everyone who can and is willing
to work.

To put it another way, we have not yet discovered or designed a practice
to productively train and employ people who because of our society's discrim-
inatory practices, are new in dire need of additional attention to tak:: foil ad-
vantage of the skills, training, and education which we offer in our programs.
This special attention might well be in terms of an attempt to recover the whole
man: cultural recognition, cultural understandings through multicultural train-
ing teams, survival counseling both on and off the job. These kinds cf activi-
ties, together with a true demonstration of equal employment opportunities and
equal opportunities in employment, once employed, would make for our ability
to meet the task. And, it is in the context of this latter point where industry's
soundness of intent may meet its acid test.

The flow chart referred to earlier suggests the recruitment of multicultural
human and race relations training teams in large industry and other organiza-
tions, and counterpart floating teams in cc istant liaison with, but independent
of, industry and other organizations and supported by MDTA grants funds.

In the case of small or medium-sized fir.ns which ccinnot afford staff com-
plements of this type, the floating teams would be available to assist them in
the implementation of programs in consort w.th a qualified and designated staff
member of the firm. The broad objectives of such teams would be to (1) yield
more truly developed and effectively prepared e...' sting staff and employees in
terms of their acceptance of and ability to inters r with other cultural groups,
and (2)introduce to the work force and staff of the organization a better quali-
fied and better prepared potential-career-seeking human resource product of
manpower training activities.

The industrial component of the training resource would take the responsi-
bility for developing a positive action program embracing these key elements:

An insights drtelopment program for the chief executive and corporation
officers for the formation of employment policy to successfully bring down a
positive employment action program comprised of two parts:

(1) An affirmative action program of awareness and experiential learning
exercises designed for 100 percent Implementation penetration to existing staff
and employees. Program inputs and freq,lency at the suggested levels of re-
sponsibilities would be by design in accordance with needs determined by the
human resources development team. It should be noted that a true affirmative
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action program, as a management technique and commitment should be applied
as company policy with written procedures and established communications
provisions. This would enable the key staff to monitor progress among all
persons involved in achieving the company's goals of equal employment oppor-
tunities and equal opportunities in career employment for the disadvantaged.

(2) The equal employment opportunities outreach part of the program
should be geared to seek out the disadvantaged thri ugh every possible access
to their locationschools, community organizations, Employment Services,
and organizations of and/or for the minority groups.

It Is imperative at this point to make en important distinction among the
prospective employee or trainee yield from the outreach program efforts. This
distinction is one of disadvantaged as against disprivileged in the context of
sxii)s or professional abilities achievements. Briefly, many minority persons
who have skills or professional traiii'ng have suffered social, economic, and
career opportunity denials which are contributing factors to today's eco-
nomic gap. Because of these denials, such an individual is more often than
not unable to obtain proper or quality education, facilities, and housing for
his dependents. Neither is he able to remove them from the detriments of the
ghetto environment. The result all too often is that his children are recycled
into a truly disadvantaged positionlack of education or training or motivation.
If such a person has five dependents, then the real disaster is that the prol
lem may be compounded by the factor five. These disprivileged persons should
be sought out with no less zeal than other members of the disadvantaged
group.

EA1C1nal and int,rnal(company)support Training programs are suggested
to accommodate all 'ypes of training programs with course content requirements
specified by the particular industry or training teams. It should be expected
that there will be some vacillation between the two types of programs. For
example, for a disadvantaged rierson with no skills. external support program-
ming may be necessary periodically during remedial training periods or .he pro-
gressive acquisition of new skills or for survival counseling. Similarly, a
disprivileged person may be expected to fulfill his job function but may need
updating of skills or othe- abilities through external training before he becomes
fully productive and career-oriented through internal support programs.

The activity of the "feed in or career opportunity stream (lower left on
the chart) will reflect industry's will to meet the challenge to place qualified
persons in various types of career positions. The:: progress, based on their
merit and abilities, will depend in large measidro on the thoroughness of the
company's affirmative action program. The goals are clear; expanding job re-
sponsibilities and vertical mobility within the firm, based on r.erit after proper
developmental training.

{37
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Some applications of this program flow chart ,-;an be demonstrated quite
simplyusing the vocational-technical trainino resource indicated in the model.
With a skilled muItictitural training team as part of its staff complement, or
rea-Itly available as part of the comprehensive manpower training funding, the
company would be in a very advantageous position to meet and solve several
employment problems which currently plague both the disadvantaged and indus-
try.

Keeping in Mnd the problems beyond skill and education training which
the disadvantaged face, the school would be equipped now to maintain more
direct and effective contact with the minority group communities and in terns
of access, communications, and understanding the hopes, aspirations, and
frustrations of the people who now harbor feelings of bitterness and lack of
trust. They could enhance considerably the outreach function because of iden-
tity and deeper trust with the group and more quic]tIy discern and sort, for
course content or curriculum and certain personal needs: (1) basic education;
(2) prevocational training; (3) work experience training; or(4) required resi-
dential facilities and allowances or other public support and subsidy relating
to health care, and so on. Also, this kind of team could assist greatly in the
resolution of the priority of needs, operational policy, planning, and budget-
ing to fulfill its manpower program commitment.

For example, because of its liaison function with its industry counterpart
team, Industry's manpower forecast from one to sevEral years hence could be
met with greater assurance of delivery and with more realistic selection and
Placing of candidates for employment training. The function would also put
the school in a better position to engage in long-range budgeting and fuller
use of its facilities as against its current practice of semester-to-semester
budgeting. At best, the present system suffers severely fr uncertainties of
budget, timing, and lack of prearranged Job take-up for trainees.

On the questions of work experience and survival counseling, which aro
perhaps the most serious reasons for minority frustration, lack of interest, and
chronic unemployment, the role of the training teams could effect a higher re-
tention level for employers. This is all to the economic advantage of laclustry
in meeting its social and economic obligation to its communities. But, apart
from this, it seems to me that with every success in retention, we increase
the force for change and reduce the ronks of those who doubt that the challenge
can be met.

cv)
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RUPERT N. EVANS

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

My remarks are going to sound a bit disconnected because I will try to
avoid some of the topics which have been covered thoroughly by the panel
members who have preceded me.

1. Like Sar levitan, I believe in distributing my arrows withour fear or
favor. Let me suggest to you that the next time a vocational educator says to
you, "I don't believe in dual school systems," engage him a little bit further
in conversation. Vocational education in Wisconsin has divorced itself from
the dual school system which it had for many, many years. But in the rest of
the country, in state after state, you will find vocational educators deliberately
setting up educational systems which, in my opinion, deserve to be called
"dual." When they say, We don't like a dual educational system," what they
mean is, We don't like a dual educational system of which we aren't running
half,"

2, Let me turn now to a suggestion on minimizing criticism of an educa-
tional establishment. We mentioned earlier that figures are important. I have
seen a beautiful technique for minimizing the apparent dropout rate in a train-
ing program. Suppose you have a training program which is 40 weeks or 52
weeks in length. You divide this into six or ten segments. Then if a trainee
completes the first of these segments, he is a graduate. And if he does not go
on to the second of the segments, he is not a dropout, By dividing your pro-
gram this way you can make it appear as if you have no dropouts at all and as
if you have a fantastic number of graduates.

3. I would like to I"( ter to what somiebody at the break called the "comic
book"the series of charts that has been distributed to you. At your leisure I
urge you to look at the chart entitled The Manpower Training Act Decedtral-
Szes Administration Through State and Local Levels." Essentially It Is an or-
ganization chart which helps me a great deal to understand what really is
proposed,

I had hoped that Ave could have ai part of the new Manpower Act, co-
ordination at the federal executive level. That went down the drain because
the people within the various branches of the executive just couldn't get to-
gether. So the net effect at the federal executive level is the status quo.

Then I thought, "Well, there are sore people in Congress who are saying
that It would be a good idea to coordinate some of the 33 manpower programs."
So I suggested to some of the congressional aides that it might be desirable
to combine some of the congressional committees that have to do with voca-
tional education and manpower programs so twat they could look at some of
these problems as a unit. "C h, I was told, We never in the world could
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accomplish this. Committee prerogatives are so strong that there is just no
way in the w rid of coordinating at that level."

I still had some hope we could effect some coordination at the state level
through federal statutes. But in the organization chart in the comic book, there
is a beautiful arrangement. It starts off at the top with the Secretary of Labor,
and then there is a direct line down to the governor. But then somehow things
get divided. Off to one side, reporting to the governor, is the state manpower
plann'ng organization. Off to the other side reporting to the governor is the
state manpower agency, which in parenthesis is called the state prime spon-
sor, There is a line linking those two, Just how you make an orgarrizatioa
like this work, I don't know. But that isn't the worst of it.

Continue on down the organization chart to the local level. The way I
read the Administration bill, the local manpower offices had something to do
with what the prime sponsor was doing. The prime sponsor was going to pull
together all of these services. Eut if you look at this organization chart, you
find that, no, they report to the state manpowur agency. The local prime spon-
sor has to report to two groups above him. And then sitting oft to the side of
the clotted line (which I'm sure means some sort of advisory relationshipiis the
area comprehensive manpower planning advisory body, which is advisory to the
local prime sponsor, but apparently not to he local manpower offices. The
way I read this chart is that the local prime sponsor fs going to cDordinate the
training activities. But all of the supporting activities (Fmployment Service,
Bureau.DfApprenticeship, eta.)are to be included in the local manpower offices
which Lave no line relationship to the local prime sponsor. if I'm wrong in
reading this organization chart, I would appreciee being corrected.

So it seems to me that the proposal adds up to coordination not at the ex-
ecutive level in the federal government and not at the legislative level in the
federal government. It does suggest a bit of coordination at the state level
and a bit cf coordination at the local level, but there would be a lot mcrc co-
ordination 1,) training than in supportive services. I have no objection to the
coordination el training, for I hope that we can do a great deal more of it.
hop) that the statement made this morning that the vocational education est4b-
lishment Is bucking a manpower training act is not true. The people I knot are
not bucking it. It surely would make sense, however, to have coordination of
policy-making and of supportive services, as well as of training,

4. Much cf the discussion about the differenre between preventive ar,i
remedial manpower programs is hogwash, To a very real extent, vocational
.2ducation is both a preventive and a remedial program. It is remedial for man,
students whose lack of education may have grown out of deficiencies in early
childhood education. And even early childhood education, which is designed
for kids two, three, four years old, is essentially a combination of preventive
and remelial programs, It is remedial because it Is in many cases designed
for ,,hiloren who did not have an opportunity at home or in their community to
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learn the sorts of things leureci by children from other backgrounds. So even
at that low age level, one of the most important programs that we can have in
this nation is a combination of preventive and remedial education. As you go
up the age range, the current Manpower Development and Training program:
that I have seen are themselves a combination of preventive and remedial edu-
cation. They're preventive in terms of preventing future dislocation of that
employee if he runs across changes in economic or technological conditions.
All I'm saiing is that there is a close relationship between remedial and pre-
ventive goals, and while there may be a heavier stress on preventive than on
remedial in one program than in another, both goals are present in every edu-
cational program.

There is a very comprehensive study (Project TALENT) which asked a
percent sample of all high school freshmen, "What kind of a high school cur-
riculum do you want?" Hal' of them said ''I want a vocational education cur-
riculum,' and half of them said, "I want a college prep curriculum." The half
that wanted the college prep curriculum got it. But only half of those who
wanted the vocational education curriculum got it, simply because there were
not enough training slots available. So the upshot of it is that we had 50 per-
cent who wanted an] got the college prop curriculum. There ,,.?ere very few
dropouts from that group. The general curriculum, is a mishmash, got a
quarter of thn hijh srhool stugonts, arl-i from, that quarter CaT.e 6r pc,r.-ent
our high school dropouts. Let n repca'. '.113t 66 1,,,r-cont of high
outs co;-,w. frp7., a genera] rurri;ulum %.v h1=1-, enrolls percent of tm.' studhly.
1 appears that this 2', porcent of the stu2.ents arc the on ^s whp VO7

tional education and cou'dn't ict it because there wow not enough soconiiar
school vocationai education slots in which to put ther .

you can't very well run a preventive p,:21ran. yo2
tr, 0 your preventior. oi tip tads w.hc wanted th,h %.o:stir,...-

pr2,r.2r-,. it, th.., cropr-)ut r,3tr 13 exher)el...'
far it 1s ir. t' v._ 5c the rrevhntion.1Er."..
hay "hal' to occur,

Sul; i-.4,70,ctr.entrz: Sire of us V, 3V0 bran cr61a7C:i a stu.iv of
31:ill centers around the` T:ur-6tly ant most have lookrel the Last I2s
Anerhs mall center. :ounr..-., a very strop.; wori,ing relate rs rp hr twocr. rile
c,iucational pro.irF.m any the service centers there v..Hich work e.x..rer..I: wor.

..use they 2,3H)iric all supp.7,rtivc services.

Bi or 3 iar.lc, the instruction provi,le.1 in ties, 2 cenh.rs that wh.01,,c
'onkel at so far is good. But the big thins that sets to be ,.rissin: in all except
one that ire have soen i5 that the pooplc who are providirl.; 01? Instruction in
the skill center are not Betting fechba ?. from the of the trainee
VP have loni krir,..er that fee,iba frog pl.cherent is one of the bast crrrective
neasure y.u can have ir. But In skill ,'.-2r1t!.Nr after

s1.111 entt,r. :n pro;ra,.., after v..,:atinnal bro2ra' you'll
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placement occurring without the feedback from placement going back to the
teachers. The teacher must have this information so that he can take correc-
tive action where he has provided poor instruction, inadequate instruction, or
even superfluous instruction. We simply have to get plans worked out to get
this feedback from placement into the instructional program.

Another interesting fact came out of this most recent skill center study.
Unlike some, they happened to have all of their projects ending on the same
day. They had 35 instructors whose contracts ended on the first of November.
Ali 35 were laid off. On November 24 the school was told they could start
hiring again because they now had some contracts. By the time they could
contact the 35 instructors they had let go, 34 of them had jobs and would not
come back. So they lost 34 out of 35 instructors. This procedure is justified
a:, a means of preventing teachers from securing tenure, but a loss of this high
a proportion of capable teachers suggests that we need to find a new cure for
the disease.

6. Now my final comment: Sar Levitan said that in a sense we are imId-
ing a wake over the Manpower Training Act. Maybe we are. But as sure as
were sitting here, we are going to have something like the Manpower Training
Act. I hope we have one that coordinates a little bit better at the legislative,
executive, and state levels. In the meantime, I urge you to take a close look
at some of the developments i t a number of the states around this country
where the governor is proceeding with coordination with or without federal
direction. There are some extremely interesting things occurring, and it may
be that we will find out that the New Federalism works better with the states
taking the incentive for action until a third to a half of the states have acted.
Then we will try to write some sort of federal legislation that has something to
say to the rest of the states. Unfortunately, if the past is a guide, the nt,v
legislation will penalize most of the states which already have acted. I erhaps
someone can change "maintenance of effort' clauses into bonuses for intelli-
gent unceerccd action.
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ABSOLUTE POVERTY, RELATIVE POVERTY, AND THE

TASK OF MANPOWER TRAINING PROGRAMS

MICHAEL C. BARTH
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

Is poverty an absolute state, as traditionally defined by the federal gov-
ernment, or is it, as many sociologists and economists, the author included,
contend, a relative condition? The answer to this question bears a direct re-
lationship to the type and goals of manpower programs c. design as tools to
alleviate poverty.

The present discussion is limited to pecuniary poverty. Nonpecuniary
povertythat is, a state of mind, a culture, a feeling of despairis relevant
to the discussion only to the extent that human resource development programs
can raise a person's view of himself and his estimate of his ability to provide
for himself and offers.

In most discussions .df poverty, the pecuniary condition is given the most
attention; Being poor means lacking sufficient monetary resources. Sufficient
resources in relation to what? Under present federal government definitions a
person is poor if his income does not exceed poverty guidelines based on the
assumption that one-third of a family's budget is spent on food. Thus a sum
of one dollar in excess of three times the amount necessary to provide a mini-
rivilly adequate diet for a given family is regarded as sufficient income fcr that
family to be nonpoor. If family income is less than the poverty line for that
family's size, the family is poor. This Is an absolute definition of poverty.

Predictions about the future size and composition of the poverty population
are based on measurements made according to this absolute definition. Simi-
lady, prescriptions for dealing with the poverty problerr, are based on those
measurements. Although many arguments could be made against this type of
definition and its applications, the most pertinent our purposes is bared on
the fact that our nation has a secularl; rising standard of living; thus the
fixed-line concept condemns one group to greater and greater relative depriva-
tion.
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A relative definition of poverty, on the other nand, ties the poverty line
to an index of general financial well-being and standards of living. For ex-
pository purposes, the median family income can be adopted as this index or
measure. For example, to select an arbitrary figure, all families with incomes
less than 50 percent of the median could be considered poor.

What does this mean in prak.tical terms? Between 1159 and 1968 the me-
dian income for an urban family of four increased 57 percentfrom $6, 355 to
$9, 948. The poverty tines, established using the absolute definition of poverty
and adjusteL . eflect increases in the consumer price index, increased only
20 percent during this period, from $2,973 to $3,553, for an urban family of
four. Clearly programs designed on the basis of the fixed definition will help
the poor, but they increasingly will ignore those who have incomes above the
fixed lines but are poor by any relative standards. This is because the fixed
poverty line moves upward only as prices increase, while the median income
will tend to grow ,oath prOCIUCiii ity as well as prices. Hence the gap between
OIL median and the fixed line will widen.

It is apparent that our society cannot and will not be satisfied with an
ever-widening gap between the poor and the nonpoor. Thus manpower policies
must consider the implications of a relative definition of poverty, because
policies based on this definition imply a greater necessity to narrow r com-
press the lower tail of the income distribution than do policies based on the
absolute definition. Obviously some of this compression will result from in-
come redistribution via the tax-transfer system. However it is safe to assuine
that both the targets of our concernthe poor, present and futureand the :a
poor view remuneration from labor as the principal source of financing
necessities and perhaps some of its pleasures. Furthermore, this assumption
rejects the dire predictions of the "cybernaticnists" and others and predicts
that the overwhelming majority of our population can be and will be usefully
employed. (Whether this majority represents 97 percent or 93 percent of the
labor force is an important consideration in the short run, but not in the context
of this discussion. )

If work is both useful and desirable and if we can assume that it will be
pursue,; by the majority of the population, including a large portion of the
poverty population, it follows that some solutions to the poverty
attempt to develop human resources. I,Jrther, if the devolopr,,cnt 1
sources is to help effect a narrowing of the poverty gap, it isllows "
power programs roust be dc.,,3ned so as to compress the skill
Implicit in this line of reasoilin,i is ass...,1:Iption that the relation
productivity and remuneration is posiiive are i `airly stable. 'Feat 1.T.,-

cactive persons with exceptions note,.i !owl e.-ron mon, than the less proiu:
tive and this relation does not vary

T,2C,` :1E:1111! JI41 .

Cof C,ree the bit..itior: r. tD 17, fa t .t

d
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difficult even to conceptualize. It is nearly impossible to determine aworkerc
versatility, or put differently, how easily his set of talents may be substitute:
for another's. It's possible to conceive of skill distributions in general terms,
however, either in the context of a set of differentiable skills that can he
ranked, or in terms of a population that can he ranked in versatility. Either
set of rankings, can be considered a skill distribution.

The earnings distribution is a ranking of income earners from lowest to
highest earnings and, as noted above, it is assumed that the relationship be-
tween the skill a (ci the earnings distributions is positive and relatively stable.

Finally there is the income distributiona ranking of income recipients
usually made in terms of family units. This income can come from many
sources; labor will be only one of these. Past financial investments, transfers
via the range of public assistance programs, rent, alimony, and other sources
also will yield income. However, undoubtedly labor will continue to be a major
source of income; thus the income distribution is affected by the earnings dis-
tribution, which in turn is directly affected by the skill distribution. Via this
route, manpower and other human resource development programs will affect
the income distribution. Our major concern 'iowever is with the skill/earnings
link.

If this link is inoperative, no manpower program can oe effective. For
example if a black graduate of a skill center is systematically denied a job for
which he Is eligible and qualified by all technical criteria, his skill distribu-
tion ranking will bear little relation to his ranking on the earnings and income
distributions. The skills not only must get to market, but also must be fairly
treated.

What has this to do with manpower policies and the absolute versus rela-
tive definitions of poverty? Obviously if the relative definition of poverty is
used the task of manpower programs is much more difficult for the task of
eliminating relative poverty is far more (difficult than the task of eliminating
absolute poverty. For example, a man cannot he trained simply to earn $3,600
per year, inflated annually by the rate of inflation. He must be trained so that
his produetit ity increases, roughly, with the average. Some would argue that
in an economy characterized by rapidly changing technology, specific institu-
tional training will not and cannot do this. Surely this argument must be coo-
sidered by manpower policy-makers.

This particular example Is at the heart of one of the questions vocational
educators must answer. It is, however, it st one insrance of a more general
problem. Its usefulness for present purposes iS seen if we assume that voca-
tional educatk., succeeds in compressing tae skill distribution. The two a'
ternatives for the skill distribution given abovethat skills are either differe;,-
tlable or interchangeableallows us to avoid the crucial technical question
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how to affect the skill distribution. Whz.l is important to th,s His fission is
simply that the distributio:a is affected.

Assume thattn some ob;ectively measurable sense, mar.p.:wei L.-dining, pro-
grams are successful in imparting skills to the uns; 'led in such a v. ay
skill differentials are indeed narrowed. Assume further that this narrowinc is
of sufficient degree to satisfy the initial requirements of earnings incre6,2
implied by the relative definition of poverty. When the well-trained graduate
is searching for a Job, he may encounter c. number of problems.

First, there may be insufffr-ient aggregate demai,d, 1. pe :iod of high un-
employment is not the best time to graduate from a skill-training pro-gram. if
the graduate is unable to secure employment, he is harmer:, economically both
now and in the future. The immediate harm is lack of eainirg opportunal.
This has both a monetary and a psychological cost to the ex- trainee, The ex-
istence of the hi,-.'den unemployed and the relation of a labor reseve to high
unemployment has been well documented. The long-term harm results from the
work experience and on-the-iob tran-iiiiq that the trainee misses, Thus not
are his newly acquired skirls u.rusec trey also are allowed to depreciate,
Certainly such is :,ituatic,,-1 is not optimal if we are -tteripting to insure a stead;:
increase in the v;orber's prociuctivity. Thus, once again the plea ls Il )(A' for
hilh levels of employment.

second preHern the job seeker can face rF discrimination. This r,r,y a'
feot pun Initially by 'recr,--asitiT the probability th-it he be Tire.. (.'r it
mayaffect him later in his workinn life by imp( -TI-13 his ,3ivaneenent. ii
ease the tramin 4 provided by a manr,ower not be billy user., 'Tr 31--

thus 0.ot be able to contribute to the degree of alvan.,-ement tri tee
nciinred if Wr are to alleviate

Triesc are serious iiroble-s. P.1 they are problems tnat c7 .net
or, tee manpo%ver t.rairine 17:7, This is umiee,1 7 se,l.C.IS

s^t up projrar.s to train people, t a portion cf them ci tie disa--
vantaredan then let the oraduateE loose ir. at. ccono ry wior-, may not be
very receptive to their skills. Dc marI may be deficient,. Private ar d sonic
publiciemployers may use discrimii.atury practices, Internal labor mar-
ket structures tray inhibit upward mobility, 5cncLt/cost ratios olviously
be low under such circumstances.

The use of a relative concept of poverty thus lie tende.i arcs
emphasize an inherent problem regarding monpo,.ver trainini programs are
aimed at the d,s.adantaged. Use of the ,.on-eptwhich many vies as-
a socially more desirable way to view povertydemands mule of manpower
training than does the use of the absolute definition of poverty. S,-,me well
kaown pioblems in Ire labor market also tend to diminish the effectiveness of
manpowe' policy in dealing with the disadvant,-.)0i. these prol)lems arc ti
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even >nave serious if we attempt to achieve the more ambitious goals implied
by the relative definition of poverty.

The purpose served by all this is to put into stark perspective some of the
limitations of manpower training in the society we live in, partiatfy, for rea-
sons quite indepeldent of the training programs themselves. While si:ill defi-
ciencies of individuals are very real problems, even the most successful train-
ing programs will riot, cannot, help the disadvantaged if the economy is not
receptive to training program graduates.

We live in a society which emphasizes working for a living. P +lie policy
mandates that certain programs emphasize the preparation of the disadvantaged
for entry into the labor market. But at the same time the efforts of these jao-
grams are frustrated. Perhaps the specialists who design and run manpower
training ought to be in the vanguard of the lobby to ensure full employment,
equal employment coportunity, and the other sine qua noes of a socially opti-
mal manpower policy.

Assumingand this is a generous assumptitinthat training is successful,
there is no reason why those who run training programs should have to answer
for problems which are chare.cteristic of society as a whole. LON benefit/cost
ratios are the result of both the economy which the ex- taainee enters as well
as the result of the training he rucelved. is more significant is difficult
to answer and is well beyond the scope cf this discussion.

Can sok.le insights be drawn from the foregoing? First, certain of the
causes -f deficienc.e3 of manpower training lie outside the control of inanpowor
trainers. Second, employing a relative definition of novert.y causes an exten-
stun of the goals of manpower training. The extended goals be consider-
ably more difficult to achieve. We must recognize that there are limitations
on how much can be petted from manpower training in the beet of worlds.
Can training be per:ected so that it allows a worker to adjust to changes in the
labor mareet he will face wen his lifetime? Cueht we to expect this of train-
ing? Should we reallocate some cf off resources towa'd the solution of rrore
general structural and institutional ;rblems in the labor market?

I shall not be so presumptuous as to attempt an answer to these questi:ns.
They are questions that must be raised. 'N ignore them at r peril.

Voc,.tio.,al education is the largest :I our institutional training programs.
It thus has a great :;take in forthrightly confronting th ese issues. The voca-
tional education system or principle must not be blamed if a technical school
graduate cannot find a jot because there is low ctemand for labor. On the ether
hand the providers of vorational education must consider changes in tled;
programs that are dictated by ti, mere ambitious aisaurt on poverty implied by
the relative riefinition, What is the optima; relation between trning and
counseling? 1,hat is the optimal flux of institutional and job-related training?
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Is the arswer to these questions affected by a more ambitious antipoverty ef-
fort and if so, how: The questions are not new. I simply urge a re-examination
from a somewhat different angle.

Let me conclude with a caveat and a brief recapitulation. First, I do not
wish to suggest that w abandcn all use of the ebsolute definition of poverty.
It is obviously quitLi useful as a measure of how far we have come. My point
is that we can do better than simply try to bring evecyone above a fixed line.
We cat, try to prevent too wide a gulf from developing between the poor and the
remainder of the population.

Second, programs must be viewed in terms of explicit goals. Manpower
legislation currently in force mandates spending large sums to aid the disad-
vantaged. We must consider the goals we are attempting to reach. Doc e
want the low-income person to cross a fixed poverty line? Or do we want to
assume the more ambitious gcal of increasing his well-being relative to the
remainderr,` the population. .,come programmatic changes might follow a poten-
tial reorientation of our antipoverty efforts. I urge explicit consideration of
the implications for training that will be demanded if the United States even-
tually adepts a relative definition of poverty as the col.cept about which policy
revolves.

Finclly, let me state that we ought to expect much from training, but not
too much. A great deal of the criticism of manpower training passes over the
world which the ex-trainee enters and directly attacks the deficience:. of the
training itself. I do not argue that there are no deficiencies that deserve at-
tack. I do argue th,...t the attack is somewhat anfair if it does not put training
it to 5 properly wider context; that is, training is but the first stop in the labor
market. One must. consider the whole market. Moreover, concentrating solely
on the -ieliciencies of training tends to dilute the energies needed to battle the
more significant causes of poverty among workers and potential workers. These
may well merit greater attertion than they have thus far received.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY

AND PUBLIC POLICY

WILLIAM A. STEkiER
CONGRESSMAN FROM MSCONSIN

Recently, 'we he .d a number of people say we really don't need a man-
power bill this congressional session. The Administration, so the argument
g vs, has a good deal of authority to streamline program guidelines, improve
the delivery service of the Employment Service, and encourage more planning
and coordination at the state and local level. At times when of the
problems that we face in tring to arrive at the best legislation, I am almost
ready to agree with the skepti.t.s. I think you will concur, however, that fail-
ure to tackle the very real problems we now have in the manpower field may
well result in more serious problems in the years ahead. Manpo ver programs
hw.e ty their very size, broad utilization, and substantial expenditures of
pablicfunds achieved strategic significance in our economic as well as so,fal
policies. We now lop:: to manpower programs, rightly or wrongly, to solve the
problems of poverty, welfare, unemployment, crime, race, to name a few.

The Employment Act of 1946 said: "MI Americans able to work and seek-
ing work have the right to useful remunerative, regular and full -time employ-
ment, and it is the polioe of the United States to assure the existence at all
times of sufficient employment opportunities to enable all Americans t, freely
exercise this right." This was a statement of congressional and national In-
tent. In the intervening Z4 years, we have been trying to put it into rractrce,
with en erratic degree of success.

However, now, In 1970, the Nixon Administration has propo-ed and the
House of Representatives has approved, legislation requiring as a prerequisite
for family assistance *kinds that every person who Is able to work be given
either training or a sob, and, in addition, individuals who are working but
earning below the poverty level must register for upgrading or higher degrees
of employment. In order to receive family assistance, poor Individuals must
seek training and work, and the goal of the program Is to get people off welfare
into self - supporting roles.
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The implications for our manpower policy are tremendous and quite frankly,
I don't think our present structure is up to the demand.

At the same time, we are demaArling that the poor take Jobs, we are faced
with rising unemployment affecting skilled, middle class workers as trell as
the last hired, first fired. Prior to the recent economic slowdown we generally
congratulated ourselves as a nation at having reached such a low level of un-
employment. We proclaimed that our economic and manpower policies were
working and the low unemployment rate was proof. As Charles KilIingsworth
has pointed cut, however, we failed to take a number of factors into account:
The Vietnam builduprenuIted in both a major expansion in t le size of the armed
forces and the number of blue cellar jobs available. The unemployment figures
did not reflect those who had simply given up looking for Jobs. The less-
eciti:ated, thu nonv,hite, the teallager, the resident of the central core of the
big city or the depressed rural area still remain trapped by unemployment.

Now we face a slowdown in the econorn? and a de-escalation of the Viet-
nam War with an accompanying cutback in the defense inoustry. Now the
skilled, middle class .vorker has teken a place in the unemployment compen-
sation line along with the sometime welfare iecipier.

All this comes right at a time when there is decr?asing willingness to ac-
cept unemployment as an inevitable result of economic or social conditions.
Taxpayers balk at paying for more welfare. The poor are demanding jobs. The
skilled worker, who considered himself secure in the world of work, finds his
Job threatened and intends to pressure the government for equal assistance in
locating and/or providing suitable employment. Training, upgrading, retraia-
fog are being demanded. Our manp....yer system is really being callea upon to
perform.

:sere are two other important considerations for manpower p.oc,-rams, both
related to educattnn. First, as Hugh Caukins, of the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Vocational Education, has stated, The number of men and women who
are lilted out of unemployment through the manpower programs is almost exactly
matched by the number of young men and women who enter the Job market with-
out the skills and preparation necessary to qualify for employment." Second,
We have developed a caste system of acceptable work in this country. The
plumber or electrician who makes $20, 000 a year is somehow second class be-
cause he doesn't wear a suit or carry a briefcase. Manpower training has
come to be looked upon in some circles as the secoimi-class way to go, if you
can't make it in the regular system. Given tie very real problems manpower
Is expected to solve and the very real problems our present system facts, we
need, it seems to me, a very substantial redirection of our manpower efforts
to date.
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This redirection must take two forms: First, we rr ist tailor our programs
to meet the needs of The Individualnot the project administrator or the job
counselor, or the Washington bureaucrat who processes the papers. At the
same time, we must develop a mechanism for establishing and implementing a
national manpower policy.

Let me address myself to the latter first. Manpower policy and programs
cannot stand in isolation to other national policies and programs. Education,
the war on poverty, rural and urban renewal, housing, national goals are all
affected by and affei-t manpower programs and policies.

I have touched briefly un the problems of education versus manpower
training. To dare we nave trJeted one in virtual isolation of the other. In
some cases, educators have held to the belief that only education can improve
the lot of the individual; training is the key. They have looked inth suspicion
on manpower efforts which involve aaining outside of the classroom and haiie
charged that a der' system of education was being developed. On the other
hand, mai.Dower experts have often contended that all of the education in the
world is usi.less if there is no job at the end of the process. ru.therrnpre, the
manpower eoth Mast argues, the education process ;;as failcd. Many o' the
coming through the system eiiin't trained for anything and can't find a job; thus
manpower programs have to do hoth the education and the placing. Obviously,
common sense dictates that education -rid manpower programs be complemen-
tary and not competitive. School and work rust he linked, not simply in in_
ncrmal progressipn of school to ;ob, but after formal schooling is completed
and retraining or upgrading An skills is necessary.

Pnother aspectof manpower policy which requires national attention is the
inevitable cutback, redirection, and even elirrinrtion of some industries as
national policy, automation, and foreign i.oinpetition dictates changes. At

present, it Is widely recognized that there is a severe housi .g shortage in the
country. The service-related industries are short of employees. Health care
is crying for qualified personnel. At the same time, our defense industry is
being cut back; the spacu program is being d. - emphasized. At the risk of
ov.rsimplifying the situation, at present there is no real mechanism for shift-
ing federal experditureJ providing forwide-scale industry retooling, or direct-
ing manpower from one area which had priority to another which now demands
national attention.

In a related area, imports are threatening domestic industries which em-
ploy millions of American wor ers. A sign of the significance of the impact
imports are having can be found in the revesal in attitudes of labor unions
over the last few years en the issue of free trade. Traditionally, the majority
of organized labor has regarded free trade as one of the workingman's best
blends, pointing out that the worker is also a consumer and imports keep
prices down, thus helping the worker guard his puichasIng power.
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Now, writes Fuink Porter in the May 10 Washington Post, the AFL-CIC
has reversed its policy arguing "that the old concepts of free trade and pro-
tectionism have been outmoded by the spread of managed national economies
that encourage exports and hinder irck..orts as a matter of policy, by the inter-
nationalization of technolcgy, the great rise of U.S. investments overseas and
the proliferation of multinational companies . . ." Sentiment has been grow-
ing in so many circles that the most serious congressional interest in years
has been aroused with rege id to import

Another matter which deserves ationt.1 attention is the redefinition of
jobs and the education and skills needed to handle them, as well as a redirec-
tion of national thinking as to what constitutes an acceptable job. Given the
social stigma attached to some jobs, companies have beer requiring more edu-
cation, retitling the position, demanding more experienced applicants. For
example, secreteries are referred to as executive assistants, garbage collec-
tors as sanitary engineers, maids as household technician-. This is fine,
taken at face vaiue. However, while the change I., title reflects no real change
in the job description, the employer now requires his "executive assiateat" to
be a :ollege graduate while h1s former"secretary" served him well wilh a high
school education The sanitary engineer may now need a high schoal diploma
'while the garbage collector needed no such dccurnent. Thus, we see vhile the
basic job has not changed, the retitling may have screened more pectae out of
the labor market.

. Certairlyexisting jobs can be broker down or redefined so physically and
mentally handicapped individuals con fill them or so individuals wah intelli-
gence, but withvit formal education, can not only fill them but rise 3o.c,rdinc!
to their abilities. These are just some of the problems which demare national
attention, evaluation, and coordination.

Congressman O'ffsra's bill provides that the Secretary of Labor respon-
sible for coordination of pertinent activities of all federal, -tate, and local
public agencies as well as private agencies, and recommends the President
and to Congress shifts in programs and responsibilities. The Aorninistration's
bill establishes an intergovainmentG: advisory council on manpower composed
of governors, mayors, end othei appropriate elected heads of local government,
to advise on federal-state-local relations under the Act. under as

as under the Administration's bill, funds are reserved to the Secretary of
lahor to f nd programs which have national implications.

}lcNever, none of the three bills before the Congress comes to grips v;ith
the questions of coordination at the federal I+ vel and of national ove-v.ew of
manpoiser-related policies and problems.

There have been a number cf s,,ggestions made for addressing sore Or all
of these problems. Among them:
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1. Congressman Pucinski, Lowell Burkett, and Howard Matthews have
pr ,osed that an independent national manpower advisory council be estab-
lished. Basically, such a council would be representative of the operating
departments and agencies involveu in mt.npower, education, and related fiells,
as well as the public, It would set national goals, ;:valuate (n-going pro-
grams, prepare general guidelines, e'c.

2. Walter Helms, appearing before our Co:nmittee, proposed creation of
a federal commission on manpower, education, and training to establish and
monitor the operation of the federal institutes for manpower, education, and
training. The federal institutes, relying heavily on automatic data and the in-
formation processing technology, would b3come the national focal point and
clearinghouse for the study and dissemination of information concerning federal
manpower, education, and training policies and programs; they will develop
and provide instructional technology and support personnel and would monitor
on-going programs. The commission would provide overall direction to the
work of the institutes.

3. Leon Keyser ling, quite naturally, feels the Council of Ec,..nomic Ad-
visers should be the math planner and coordinator.

4. The domestic council, proposed by the Nixon Administration and 3 p-
vroved by the House, would have as Its broad directives: assessing national
needs, collecting information, and dei,eloping forecasts for the urpose of de-
fininv national goals and objectives. In addition, the council would coordinate
the estauHshment of national pliorities for the ellocatioi. of available resources
and maintain a continuous review and evaluation of the conduct of on-going
programs and propose reforms as needed.

While we must decide what form national goal setting should take, we are
confronted with an existing set of manpower programs and policies which daily
affect the lives of thousar.. of our citizens. And these day -to -clay demands
make it imperative that we move with dispatch to improve what we'e got.

The rapid development of ir,npower programs in recent years has generally
reflected a healthy period of !nnovation and progress in the manpower field.
But each program was developed to meet an existing need at the particular time.
Both authors and aoministrators felt that their program should be maintained,
so when new problems arose the soluti' n was to create a new program rather
then revise existing ones. We have now reached a point where program pro-
liferationis interfering with the development of long-range manpower planning,
hampering the efforts of state -,nd localities to adapt national prograr),, to the
widely differing circumstances within each community, and acting as a barrier
to the effective linkage of educational, manpower, health, and other services
needed by numerous individuals prior to employment.
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Various combinations of federal, state, and local agencies are now en-
tangled in a confusing and frustrating competition to se re the same manpower
clientele. The distribution formulas are different. Project-by-project approval
of programs remains cumbersome and time consuming. The needy individual
is forced to adapt to program requirements rather than having a variety of serv-
ices packaged to fit his needs. And there is almost a total lack of account-
ability.

But you know the problems. Our task is to find solutions.

I began my search about two years ago. The ultimate consideration in the
structure and administration of manpower programs must be the packaging and
deliv ryof all services needed by the individual. Some of *hese can be antici-
pated by the federal government; most of thoim cannot. We need to ask, 'What
can federal, state, and local governments and related private agencies each do
best?" and "How can we strengthen tne capacity of each level of government
to perform its role more effectively?" Wary of the performance of state and
local governments in the past, every Lime decision-making power has been
shared with states and localities sipr.h as in Community Action Programs, Com-
prehensive Area Manpower Planning Systems, and Concentrated Employment
Program, federal guidelines are omnipresent and often similar programs are
laurched which bypass these structures completely.

My bill, and the Administration's, attempts to deal with these problems.
Let me underline "attempts" because if one thing Is clear from the 27 days cf
hearings we have just completed in th! House, none of the bills is of itself
the ultimate solution.

I'd like to discuss some of the major proviulons and some of the alterna-
tives or changes which have been proposed.

DECATEGORIZAT1ON

During our hearings, Utah's Governor Calvin Rampton and Mitchell Sviri-
doff of the Ford Foundation discussed the federal guidelines that n.ight be es-
tablished in a decategorized system. Sviridoff counseled, The Committee
would be well advised to obtain from the Secretary at least a preliminary indi-
cation of how he intends to exercise his authority on decategorization and to
make its own desires clear in the legislative history of the Act." We should
know, he says, what tho nature the Secretary's planning guidelines will be.
Will they mandate a wide variety of programs, taking note of the special needs
of youth, of present new careerists, of apprentices, of blue-collar workers
needing upgrading? Will they permit the latitude necessary for the develop-
ment of plans relevant to diverse and varied states and localities?
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it is this latter question 'vhich concerns Governor Rampton. he warns
that legislating decategorization won't insure its implementations. He says:

The 1967 amendments to Title 1-B of the Ecowarnic Opportunity Act auther-
ized decategorizatio.: of those programs. Yet today, after nearly three
years, Title 1 -B Programs remain structured essentially the same as prior
to the 1967 amendments. Withput the cooperation and commitment of fed-
eial agencies, decategorization will remain nothing mote than a nice
phrase . . . . We find ourselves frequently confused between the top
level advocacy of decategorizing and decentralizing manpower programs,
and the day-to-day decision of the federal bureaucracy.

Both ;ugh Caukins, cf the National Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation, and Daniel Kruger, of the School of Labor and Industrial Relations,
Michigan State, have suggested that monies presently set aside for manpower
services for the socially disadvantaged under the Vocational Education Act
amendments of 1968 be included in the Manpower Training Act. We antici-
pate," Caukins says, "that the legislation would mandate tae use of these
presently appropriated funds in approximately the present proportion as be tween
the remedial and the preventive effort. '

The scope of an three bills is limited to the consolidation of Manpower
Development and Training Act, the mainower programs under thL: Economic Op-
portunity Act, and the Employment Service insofar as it is involved in such
programs. To be buly comprehensive, several witnesses have suggested, we
need to include Wrik Incentive (WIN) (and eventually Family Assistance (FAH
which will replace it), and other manpower programs administered by the De-
partment of Labor such as Apprenticeship. In addition, vocational education
and vocational rehabilitation should have an active role in the formulation and
coordination of programs under this legislation. We all recognize that the
broader the scope, the more difficulties involved in obtaining congressional
approval. It seems essential to me, however, that at the very least legisla-
tive history made clear that Family Assistance must be coordinated with com-
prehensive manpower activities.

DECENTRALJZAT

Jim O'Hara's bill, as you know, would retain the Secretary of Labor's
authority to contract for manpower and related services with state and local
governments, as well as private agencies, as he sees fit. fn all frankness, I

do not see how this improves our present system one iota, and I agree with
Garth Mangum's assessment that "the current contract negotiating and admin-
istering responsibility is beyond federal capability."

In applying the Nixon Administration's New Federalism to ongoing or ne.v
programs, the firstdecisior always concerns the proper roles of state an local
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goveinments. There Is no pat formula to be appliedthat we know. Fc:chtri.
which mu :be carefully weighed include; the lir,its of the federal governircird's
capacity .o ef:ectively influence day-to-day cperatims at the state and locd
level; the ability and desire of state and local governments not only to handh,
the immediate responsibility in the particular field, but their capacity 1,--T im-
provernen, as well.

Essentially my bill and tht: Administrationit, proposal try to meintain L2d-
eral direction, control, and evaluation whil.-t permitting state ;n-id local initia-
tive in planning and organizing of service, enhancing p:Aitical accountability,
enlistilig local talent, and improving administrative performance.

fo factors must be emphasized. First, T believe political accountability
at both the state and local level is essen'ial. Second, while my bill does not
pro/ice for a pass-through to large metropolitan areas, I believe it is a neces-
sity. Striking the balance '-aetween the three levels is a precarious task. On
the one hand, we heed to maintain flexibility. On the other, we must make it
clear who has responsibility.

The O'Hara bill I rule out because it 's too flexible in determining these
relationships. The Adrninitration's bill, on the other hand, sets down a rigid
formula which must be adhered to in all 90 states and all Standard Metropoli-
tan Statistical Areas. In my bilI, I Lied to place the responsibility for state
performance squarely with the governor, while establishing a separate planning
body. In tryiny to balance flevibility and resionsibility at the local level,
however, I could not devise a mechanism to accomplish the same goals. Hop-
ing that some solution would be found during hearings and continued discus-
sion, I decided to defer the question. I fins now that I was not alone .-i my
dilemma, and I am convinced that it will not be possible to establish one for-
mat to be used at the metropolitan arca level.

Returning to the federal-state relationship for a moment, the Committee
did hear substantial testimony to the effect that the organization of state gov-
ernment may not always lend itself to the creation of a comprehensive man-
power agency. In some states, constitutiodeI changes would have to he made
before such an agency could be creetcci; in most the approval of the state, leg-
islature would be required. This, it seems to me, will Unnecessarily hamper
the state's full participation in the manpower field.

On the other hand, as Sviridoff has pointed out, "Some states have al-
ready created or are in the process of creating comprehensive manpower agen-
cies that combine the planning and operational functions . . . . These states
might notbe eligible for their full share of federal funds under the requirements
of the proposed MTA."

Governor R,mpton says, "I would go furt-ier in emphasizing that the indi-
viduality of states with their patticuler target populations, institutional struc-
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tures, and legislative and constitutional mandates must be recognized. In that
regard, I would suggest reconsideration of the tendency in H.R. 13472 to direct
the organizational structure of state government. There are as many viable al-
ternatives as there are states. Decentralizing ,administrative responsibility to
the states while holding them accountable for their performance does not appear
to require any particular model for all states to follow."

While the Administration's bill would permit the inclusion of vocation ,l
rehabilitation and vocational education in the comprehensive manpower agency,
the governor may not wish or may not be able to do so. He may want to p:ovide
a coordinating mechanism between manpowe, and education whip h could he
hindered by the existence of competing agencies. "There is no reason for na-
tional uniformity. Lffectiveness rather thin form is the objective, as Garth
Mangum says.

Assuming the Committee could overcome the hurdle of letting the states
participate to some degree in planning and operation, the next consideration is
how mgch real authority the states will have. Under the present programs,
even when the states play a role in determini!o priorities within their bound-
aries, the guidelines are handed down from Washington with little input by the
states themselves. Dtniel Kruger argues, If creative federa!isn is to work,
the states must he involved in shaping the policies under which the rrwnpower
programs are to be conducted." He recommencs the designation of an Asso-
ciate Manpower Administrator for each state appointed by the governor who
acts on the governor's behalf and has a positive initial Input into federal
policy.

I envision a good degree of flexibility at the state level to develop their
own plans and activities. ft is %y intent, through the federal-state contract
executed prior the development of the state plan and the designations of
op2ratin3 respo.isibflities, to avoin the restrictive guidelines process by per-
mitting variati:ris in the contract eased on the particular situation in each
state,

The degree of authority and the amount of funds granted to metropolitan
areas is another major point of contention. There are congressmen, who oppose
the creative federalism concept, yet want the cities to have a good deal of
responsibility for t.'"eir own manpower programs. Others, including myself,
don't feet' We city can i,e isolated completely from the rest of the state, but
realize that the cities have a large share of the manpower surplus and problems
and need to have a,1 Important role In deterrlining manpower policies.

The governors suspect the cities and either want full responsibility foe
city programs or want to designate the local price sponsor. The cities suspect
the states as net being tesponsive to t toir needs. They want a direct relation-
ship with the feleral government. The suburbs have more and more of the jobs,
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but they are Leary of the central cities. They want to know if they will come
under the city or the state plan.

First of all, let me address myself to the concept of the Standard Metro-
politan StatisticalArea, T.;stimonybefore our Committee has been on the whole
negative with regard to using this as an absolute determining factor for the
pass-through to metropolitan areas,

In some cases the SMSA is too large. Some states have already developed
regiona. planning units which do not fit the SMSA mold. I originally thought of
setting a population limit to insure that only the largest SMSAs,representing
the major metropolitan areas, would be covered.

At this point, however, I agree with the Chamber of Commerce assessment
that "therr does not seem tc any satisfactory uniform solution." We need
general standards gt aranteeing funds, as well as planning and operating func-
tions, to the largest metropolitan areas, but we need to be flexible on the area
and mechanism used to carry out local responsibility.

.olving the geographic problem should be much easie! than deciding who
shall have ultimate responsibility in the area end how he goes about enlisting
the cooperation of surrounding areas.

Under the Administration's bill, it is the intent that the mayor be desig-
nated prime sponsor. The mayors agree with this. The gov..-nors, however,
would like to have a hand in choosing the prime sponsor, and the Na oral As-
sociation of counties feels that the county administrative officer is the logical
choice.

1

I Stephen L'erman, 'lice Chairman of trx, Connecticut Manpower Executives
Association, recommenderi creating a special regional evaluation and selection
council to evaluate and choose the prime sponsor. The council would be corn-
posed of economists, manpower exp,rts, employers, labor, government, and
community spokesmen. It would be appoir tc d by the regional manpower ad-
ministrator in collaboration with the regional directors of the OVice of Econotnc

!
Opportunity and tort Department of Health, Education, and W-Ifare.

Quite frankly, I lean toward the mayor of the central city. The problem is
thenhowdoyod get the surrounding Jurisdictions to cooperate. Since coopera-
tion cannot really be legislated, .noney has been suggested as the best carrot.
Bonus plans or incentive grants which increase the manpower funds in a par-
ticular area may entice the suburbs to work with the central city. It seems to
me that the states have a good deal of influence here. If they make funds
available to the suburbs without regard to the central cities, then surely efforts
at cooperation will be greatly diminished. On the other hand, if the states
withhold funds from as suburbs until cooperation is reached, they have a sub-
stantial tool at their disposal for furthering better working relationships between

,
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central cities and the surrounding areas. The Secretary of Labor has respon-
sibility here as well. His authority to approve or disapprove all or parts of
state plans gives him a significant effect on the cooperative mechanisms within
states or between them.

As Mitchell Sviridoff has observed:

The hostility that frequently breaks to the surface between these elements
of our federal syste:' 3 certainly non-productive and often counter-
productive. I an afrai,,, however, that these tensions will not be easily
dissipated in the near future. They are built into the existing political
and socioeconomic systems, and no single piece of legislation, even one
as important as the pending manpower legislation, will change that situa-
tion. This requires great care on the part of those who would decentralize
federal programs. Ignoring these tensions will not do; rather legislation
must explicitly lay out and protect the powers and responsibilities of both
levels cf government in hopes of ensuring effective state ana local roles
and of minimizing conflict between the two.

This Is an area where the Committee needs more constructive thinking and
recommendations.

PUBUC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

One other area where I see major storm clouds rising within our Committee
is the question of public service employment. The question is not whether or
not, but what scope.

The Committee has certainly received a good deal of testimony in support
of the O'Hara proposal. Even the National Association of Nlanufacturers thought
a substantial program was in order.

Perhaps instead of reviewing the generalities on why such a large scale
program should be desirable, I will simpl,, pose some of the questions I have
with regard to such a proposal.

1. Cost. Hal Sheppar and others have argued that cost should not be a
consideration. They say there are socially useful Jobs which desperately need
doing and the g,)vernment must cone up with tl,e money.

As I see it, every other program that has a constituency fields the same
argument whet, appropriation time comes around. The authorizatio. level; for
mostof our dornc25tic programs is way over the appropriation level. I Just don't
see the Congress now or in the near future appropriating $5 billion for a public
service employment rxogram. Do we create the program all the same? Hold
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out the guarantee of employment which is not there? How can we do this again
and be fair to those in need of work?

2, what type of jobs are we talking about? Make-work or career ladder
types ? ro-i. all that I can gather, those who envision a massive program in-
clucIe both types.

As a tool of c ,onomi,:nolicy, make-work positions seem the most feasible.
.ey can be put into oi r, ion relatively quickly. They often involve deferable
projects which can be held in abeyance until the economy slows and there is
a need to char,cil workers into them. These would undoubtedly be temporary
Jobs to tide people over between the end of unempl-vment compensation bene-
fits and an upturn in the economy when more jobs a e opening.

Day-to-day public services such as health ,..are, employ rent counseling,
police and fire protection, do not lend themselves to great flexibility. The po-
sitions for the most part require a degree of skill and education. They cannot
be turned on and off like a faucet. Public service of this type should be of the
highest quality. Certainly, a portion of our unemployed have the ability to
accept such positions. So does a sizable portion of our readilye,nployable
population. Should we preserve these Jobs for the disadvantaged alone? If
we preserve ever a portion of them, will real career opporiunities be provided
or will the individual be handicapped Ly education and degree requirements
needed to advance up the ladder?

3. Do we know that the unemployed even want this type of Job, partic..,.-
larly those ruch as health orderly, food service attendant, sewage treatment
plant worker 2 At an Urban Coalition seminar several mont ago, it was sug-
gested that theme really we the Jobs that nobody else wants:. They are not
usually the jobs of the future, but the jobs most likely to Le replaced by auto-
mation and new techniques.

4. Assuming $5 billion was allocated by Congress, how would this be
used? Hr2wi much would go for training, transportation, and related services?
How much v.ould go for salaries? Certainly, the salaries of health -are per-
sonnel v.ii..e3c1 Le higher than those of street sweeper, but what would be the
scale? How long would the program lastindefinitely, or would it ba
able each year at the whim of Congress?

In short, what I am trying to say is that while some public service em-
ployment may be desirable as a part of our manpower policy, I don't find that
anyone has really thought out the details very carefully. It seems to me Im-
perative that some very detailed plat ring be done prior to enacti,eitnot after,
which has too often been the case with other programs. I woid also emph,a-
size that we hove nr. oven been able to get our manpower program; and policy
working smoothly in the private sector. That is what the Administration's hill
am mine are trying to accornplisn. Given our past track record, I don't hold a
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great deal of 'ope for getting an effective public service employment program
at this time.

TRIGGER MECHANISM

The trigger mechanism to increase expenditures for manpower programs by
10 percent when unemployment reaches 4.5 percent for three consecutive
mo: ths, while riot without precedent, is an. innovation in the manpower field.
IVbst of the criticism of it has come from those who say it is not enough. Sar
Levitan has proposed raising manpower funds 10 percent for each two-tenths
percent increase over the 4.5 percent level.

It has been suggested that the Secretary of Labor be given the authority to
increse apportionments to states and localities which experience rates of un-
employment above 4.; percent even if the national avE age is not at this level,

The Chamber of Commerce points out that the Administration proposal
"fells to highlight various groups in our labor force such as minority youths
and center-city residents who have been experiencing unemployment rates far
in excess of 4.5 percent for years. This is the case." the Chamber empha-
sized, "even when sJme G.. ,all city unemployment rates are as low as 2 per-
cent. "

There are sig Aficant implications with regard to the trijoerin
for the education and training aspects of manpower policy. In pefior_:ii of
ingunemploy.nent in the private sector; there are two basic ways that increase:
spending could have some immediate effectjob creation in the public se.-tor
and upgrading and training through the education process. How fast could the
increase find its way into the pipe line? In periods of relatively snort -ter:
unemployrnent, say six months or a year, could the system uear up fast (2:101.1'Ji
to have a significant impact? Could meaningful training he offered? Could
qualified personnel be found and hired on a short-term basis? lTc do svc dis-
mantle the system once it is geared up?

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

1 agree with the Labor Department that the Employmen,. Service, as an es-
tablished institution with substantial funding and staff, should be forced to be

a responsive and responsible agency of government. There is little to to gained
by bypassing this system entirely, but I seriously question giving the E+-ploy-
-nent Service the exclusive claim to delivery of services.

The Employment Service has been an effective unit in sornr? areas. In far
too many rthers, It has remained unresponsive to the needs of the disalvan-
taged. The Labor Departrrcnt has ..indertaken a number of projects which, from
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preliminary reports, seem to be r:directing the attitudes of the Employment
Service, but such a change takes ti ne.

From the client's viewpoint, it seems much more desirable to have the Em-
ployment Fervice compote with other agencies based on ability and competence
for the right to deliver services. To deny the mayor the authority to identify
competence, reward perfrrmance, and punish apathy through the allocation of
resources is to withhold the legitimate authority he needs to be fully respon-
sible for providing services in his area.

EDUCATION AND TRAINIte

Finally, I would like to say a v:ord about the role of the educational com-
munity and vocational education in particular in the total manpower effort and
in the legislation pending before the committee. I've already noted that I don't
feel we can continue to put money into remedial manpower training while neg-
lecting otni preventive vocational education system. So my first suggestion
would be that we fund the 1968 Vocational Education Act Amendments and get
to work strengthening our vocational education system.

Second, I don't think we should bypass our educational institutions in our
remedial manpower programs. This is why I include a provision in my bill to
require that wherever possible institutional training be arranged or provided
through state education or training agencies. Educators shoul4 be included in
the planning process at both the state and local level and should paiticipate
in the operational phase as well. We've had too much unhealthy competition
between labor and education at all levels. It's time to put an end to it.

I cannot agree with those who fear that a dual school system will be
created by the passage of comprehensive manpower legislation, but I think the
language of the bill and ti'e legislative history should make clear the poiiitive
role we expect educatiori to play, not only in the remedial programs covered
under the legislation bait in the preventive programs as well.

PRESENT STATUS

Right now I'd se; there is a 59-50 chance that the House Education and
Labor C%:remittee will report out a manpower bill during this Congress. Decen-
tralization and public service employment are so controversial that an bgree-
rnent rnaynot be possible now. The long and hard debate on occupational health
and safety legislation, not yet completed, has left Committee member; less
eager to tackle a complete revamping of our manpower programs.
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The most significant factor, however, is that members of the Committee
and the Congress as a whole have simply failed to recognize the tremendous
implications Family Assistance has for manpower policy and programs. With
all the pious talk about making people get out and work for a living instead of
welching off the American taxpayer, few have given any thought at all as to
our ability to accomplish this feat. The problems, as I have pointed out, would
be staggering enough if only the unemployed were included, or if the work and
training requirements were not mandatory in every case where the welfare re-
cipient is eligible, but add to this the requirement that the working poor be
served, and it is frightening to contemplate our present manpower structure
performing under the load. Too often in Congress we enact one program with-
out the slightest awareness of the effect it will have on other programs.

But the Administration sent Family Assistance, Day Care, and Manpower
up in a package to emphasize their interrelation. In acting on Family Assist-
ance, the House Ways and Means Committee, wni^.i did not want to share
jurisdiction with Education and Labor, simply enacted a massive Day Care pro-
gram and replaced WIN with the Nixon proposal tor Manpower, even though the
Education and Labor Committee was workir:-d on comprehensive bills in both
Le Ids. There is a tendency now to feel that since Family Assistance has
passed there is no rush on Manpower or even Day Care in some circles.

If the Employment Service is made the sole deliverer of manpower services
under Family Assistance without the structure of the MIA, it will be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to dislodge this authority from either the Employ-
ment Service or the Ways and Means Committee. Our efforts to achieve a truly
integrated, comprehensive system, might well be squelched.

If the Education and labor Committee does not act soon, we will pay for
our negligence. More important, the individual who needs help ...Ai pay, as
he has done time and again in the past, because the programs are not th:,ught
through or carried out with him in mind.



WARREN ROUDEBUSH
US. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

In this final session of our conference it might be well to draw back, for
a moment, from the specific lines of inquiry we have been developinir, to look
at the perspective of "Vocational Education and Training Under a Comprehen-
sive Manpower Policy. ''

Present everywhere in this perspective is the issue of demand, of jobs to
be filled. The essence of remedial manpower programs is to help unemployed
and underemployed persons in the acquisition of requisite skills and :apabili-
ties forentry and advancement in the labor market. One of the manpower serv-
ices, job development, aims at locating or assisting In the development of
appropriate opportunities. One of the accepted types of rnanpowcr programs
is on-the-job training. Another is the provision of special work experience.

Availability of jobs in the open labor market is the sire qua ncn. Even
the advo :ates of subsidized public service emdloyment put their proposals in
relatively modest terms relative to the gross totals of unemployed and under-
employed persons.

In the light of this month's rise in the unemployment rate to 4.F percent
and last night's newscast of the stock market hitting a seven-year low, it
seems to me we should remind ourselves of this perspeciv3. It is alrrost axi-
omatic now that when jobs are scarce the remaining available vacancies tend
to have higher skill requirements. Among other implications for mar po-ver pro-
grams, the situation suggests longer and more sophisticated training end mwe
emphasis on labor market surveys an3 Job locating services.

A second feature in the perspective, I believe, is the fact that thi single
most important manpower program is the education system. Given my choice
of titles for the conference I believe I would not select "Vocational E. ucation
and Training Under a Comprehensive Manpower Policy" and would unr, i sightly
different but most significant adaption as follows. "Education and Vocational
Training Under a Comprehensive Manpower Policy."

Several earlier speakers have warned us against tendencies to iegard vo-
cational education Ps a universe separate and apart from ceneral 17ducatinn.
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Persons who exr'ress concern that the new legislation for remedial manpower
programs would result in a "dual school system" may find this a hazard more
real and present in current patterns of secondary school organization. I use
the word "hazard" in reference to separate systems in confidence that we are
all agreed that systems cannot be. separate and equal.

A national manpower policy attuned to today's society must take into ac-
count, first, the great extent of occilpational mobility in that society, and
second, the changing aspirations and the Indecision on life-styles of so many
of our youth. Our educational programs need to provide a broad base of compe-
tence and adaptability end permit the student to ''keep his options open." I

have heard it said that youth can no longer afford the luxury of trying different
jobs and experimenting with starts in different careers. I hope this is not so.

My feeling is that the hirdn school graduate should be able, even as late
as his tv.elfth year of schooling, to select among three choices:

to go immediatoly into employment, presumably at an entry level job
but hopefully v, h opportunity for advancement by virtue of on -the -Job
experience and 1:: ,ervice training.

to pursue intensive vocational or technicological training in a com-
munity post-secondary institution.

to enter a four-year institution for academic training Including the pur-
suit of professional preparation.

Regardless of what educational program he has oeen in, he should have a
solid foundation of general education. I don't propose to try to define that
here because we all have our own conceptswhich we might have to discuss
at great lervith only to realize finally they differ little from one another. I'll
take advantage of my having the floor to say that my concept is focused on the
idea of communication capabilityverbal and nonverbal, oral and writtenas
the core of general education.

I do not doubt that our better vocationa, schools often do a better 1°1-, of
supplying this foundation than many of the nonvocational programs. But he
vocational schools that equip their graduates with only manual skills or corn
prehension of task-related processes may be giving them a bright start occu-
pationally with an uncertain future.

But even though we lock to the schools as the first and principal institu-
tions to prepare our youth tor the world of work, it would oe the counsel of the
blind to say that manpower concerns step therc. The need for remedial pro-
grams for those who have failedor, if you will, have been failed bythe con-
ventional educational institutions is evidenced in appallingly high y,uth un-
employment rates; the multiple problems of persons recruited for remedial train-
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ing; and the problem of student disaffection and dropping out from the class-
room routine. The pool of disadvantaged does exist. It is quite appropriate to
say we must lessen and try to eliminate the flow into the pool by improvement
of schools. It is not realistic to view this as sufficient. The pool is not self-
liquidating, It will not evaporate or seep into the ground. It mus' be dealt with
by strengthening and expanding the methods of resources developed in a variety
of remedial manpower efforts in recent years. That is smhat the new legisla-
tive proposals are about.

Some of my prejudices regarding manpower programs are already showing.
I would like to go further and be quite explicit on the subject of new manpower
legislation. Any system of federally-azsisted manpower efforts must neces-
sarily involve a range of piogram agencies in the ''usual and traditional areas
of concern" to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

This reflects the most important lesson learned in the half-dozen years of
experience in manpower programs: the n.ed for a variety of services to meet
the multiple problems of the clients. Now as I recite just some of these serv-
iC,?5, make associations from your own experience witl kind of program
agencies prepared to render themskill training, adult basic Lducation, health,
clay care, outreach, social counseling, pre-vocational, legal. jc coaching,
rehabilitation.

I assume this listing suggested variously to you not only the Employment
Service and the chool system but also ti .ommunity action agency, ,h.c wel-
fdre agen.:y, the rehabilitation agency, and other public and private agencies.

I put. to you the proposition that none of the legislative proposals dis-
cussed at our conference actually contemplate the establishment of a system
that would ignore the need for the services indicated and the essentiality of
involvement of the appropriate agencies. It is the nature of the inv;)Ive7Tent
that seems to cause anxiety.

Let me step back a minute to see hoi- .ive arrived at this stage. '.hree
years ago these was widespread agreement that the fragmentation of programs
and agency responsibilities had reached a point where a systematic ant
sive effort to coordinate them was 1iperative. the Comprehensive area Man-
power Planning System wai established. I have been a strong supporter of
CAMPS and I assert that it does the job it 'was set up to do. Specifically. it
was expected to bring the ,.:.-n.L.erned agencies together. to '17 c r!., sophisti-
cation in the total tnanpower effort, to have a pooling of infer ;J:1 nee is
and resources, and to induce cooperation and tne buil in') cf pro-;ra-,
The emphasis in m'ri, at least, has consistently ; ee.i the 00,4,, c` co-
operative rather than or. tne p3rti,,-J17:r I or plan, tc. tl.e end
that ra-h agency carry cut a 7:',1,2 cr111htene,1 and ,r.ifc..ive
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I defend CAMPS when it is charged with failures on problems it was not
designed to handle. Primarily these relate to the allocation of resources. So
long as we have many categories of programs, assignments to different agen-
cies, variations in statutory and administrative missions, and general diffusion
of responsibilities, there will be some areas of independence and disagree-
ment.

Tire stage we hive reached today finds general agreement in the legisla-
tive proposals that we need to decategorize and eliminate rigidities and dis-
parities among the programs. Further, that we need to achieve greater decen-
tralization of administration. All these aims are in the direction of consoli-
dating administrative responsibilities while retaining adequate provisions for
program reviews and evaluations.

The Administration bill has developed these concepts in greater detail,
even though they may be implied in other proposals. It is, in fact, cno of ti,e
best available examples of the 'Jew Federalism idea. The heart of this is the
division of responsibility c.rric,ng the federal, state, anr' local levels. Though
perhaps in need of further definition as experience accumulates, there is a
clear attempt to set balancing roles for the states and the big cities. In most
grant programs now there is a different division of labor between state and
local officials. In the Manpower Training Act the states have overall program
control, except for the unapportioned 2.0 percent, but local levels are given a
pass-through of funds and local planning authority.

The second concept, that of program review and evaluation of s2ministra-
tive implementation, is carefully spelled out in provisions for the state and
local planning advisory organizations, rights of independent reporting and ap-
peal, andat the federal levelthe partnership rale of my Department with the
Department of labor.

Because my Department has so many program interests relating to man-
power activities, special care was given to cres,iibing its role. The core of
it is in the plan approval provision of Sec. 104(b):

The Secretary of Labor shall determine whether a State plan meets the re-
quirements of this Act: Except, that with regard to programs (or program
components) authorized to be included in such plan under section 194(a)
which are of a health, education, or welfare character or which are under
the usual and traditional authority of the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the plan may not be approved without the concurrence of tne
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Such programs include basic
education; institutional training; health, child care and other sur;,ortive
services; new careers and Job restructuring in the health, education, at ',d

welfare professions, and work-study pr:g-e.ms.
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P.pari. from this section, however, I would point out that there are eight
other sections calling for HEW concurrence or agreement and five sections
where consultation with HEW ts required.

These provisions, along with the purchase-of-service requirement, in
Sec. IO2(a), assure the participation of HEW in the total manpower effort.

GARTH L MANGUM

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

The three bills discussed by C:onjirescman Steiger are the latest but not
last step in a, to ncw, ei.j.ht-year experimental effort, Its objective has beer.
to develop an effective system for rerneciying the disadvantages of a humorous
and widely varying population who find it difficult to compete successfully in
the labor market, Nearly every imaginable seryd'er which might lessen th.1,se
disadvantages has been tried. The critical problen at the mo.nent is to develop
an effective delivery system. The current delivery sytdern has at least three
shortcominis:

1. The individual programs which emer.e...r from trial-and-error prices:-
require the needy indivi,jual to a13pt to program rethoT
than havinjr a variety of serv.ce functions r.,Lekaged to fit is

2.. The nece,ss3ry initiative resulted it, nationally se: p)licie..
ray or rr.ay not comcirt, with local

There is an ai.,ost total Lank of aeccuntabiliti, proJ;rar.).s .ire not r fie
tivclp monit-red or evaluate, and pro-Ira.: operator:- . rldt
accordirn performance 6r.1 achieverren!.

The three manpower bills, currently before the Con gyres: ,re i -

proving this situation, and any of the three would und.dubtedly do so. All a ire(
on the .teed to de categorize programs, pooling alI 1,Lidgets, authorizin? 31: '

conceivable services. adapting the mix to local and In'i.vidual Trey
differ on the appropriate means for the second objectivedecentralization. M.
remarks will further explore some of the s.ortcomings in cu: rent 10;11 slatior, ani
practice and t,.e applicability of the CAree proposals to alleviating tr',o.se sh:lt-
corr,ings.
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SHORTCOMINGS IN DELIVERY SYSTEMS

The delivery systems for the manpower services remain in disarray. The
Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) was to bring all programs and services
under the roof. If services could not be tailored to individual need, at least
the individual should have a choice among the available programs. Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA) and Work Incentive (WIN) have remained
outside of CEP. The critical function of skill training was absent. Job de-
velopment has had limited success. Work experience programs were primarily
places to park people while searching for something better for them. For most
CEP enrollees there was simply no place to go.

Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning System planning has improved but
is still best described as "separate agency plans held together by a ,:ornmen
staple." few would take seriously a planning process which lacked the power
to reallocate budget arid staff.

Glaring at the local level almost everywhere Is the lack of any form of
integrated planning and coordinated administration. States and others respond
to the availability of federal dollars and almost entirely on federal terms. The
durability and imperviousness of walls between programs, even those operated
by the same agency, is amazing.

Many state Employment Services have improved uotably in their commit-
ment to serve the disadvantaged; others not at ail. Few community action
agencies have c'eveloped into effective deliverers of manpower services. Yet
their vitalrole In community organization might not survive without the patron-
age available through manpower programs. Employment Services are still able
to play off their governors and the federal agency, against each other. State
and local public schools have many higher priorities than manpower programs.

The Labor Department's field staff is overwhelmed by the responsibility of
negotiating, extending, and renegotiating 30,000 contracts with 10,000 prime
sponsors. Overall program evaluation has improved greatly, but monitoring
and evaluating of local performance is almost nonexistent. Budgetary pro-
cesses tend to distribute funds unrelated to perfocr ance in program administra-
tion. Thus ccountability suffers. The appropriations process can only be
described as ridiculous.

A few governors and mayors have "grasped the nettle" and are creating
their own devices for bringing their own manpower agencies under control and
coordinating or consolidating their efforts. Most act. as if manpc..yer programs
did not exist.

This characterization is overdrawn because it is designed to ideutrfy short-
comings and does not list strengths nrci notable accomplishments. The pro).-
ress of eight years in the manpower L..icy business is still common fable. The
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business at hand is further improvement. The comprehensiveness endorsed by
the bills under consideration /111 not solve the complex basic problems of per-
sonal deficiencies, lecational obstacles, educational shortcomings, discrim-
ination, and the lack of enough decent Jobs at adequate pay. They can tidy up
program administration, increase flexibility and adaptability, and add to ac-
countability.

APPLICABILITY OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

The need to decategorize programs, I consider unchallengeable. Unfor-
tunately, I -.Iso mast agree with Bill Eteiger's assessment of the political reali-
ties. The bills are deficient only in that they encompass only MUTA and the
Economic Opportunity Act. The same logic would add WIN, Vocational Reha-
bilitation, and establish ties with vocational education for the disadvantaged.
The main obstacles are committee Jurisdiction and the provisions of the bills
lving primacy to the Labor Department. The broader consideration is precluded

for the moment. A corr prehensive manpower delivery system at the local level
which includes these budgets and services as well should be recognized as
desirable.

There is no good answer to the relative federal, state, and local roles in
the delhery of service. The curret contract negotiating and administering re-
coonsibility is beyond federal capability. Stetes could be effective agencies
for decentralization but only if they have the commitment and the staff. Staff
can be trained. Real commitment requires conversion; a reasonable equivalent
can be bought ' ut only with a forceful monitoring presence. Labor markets
overlap political jurisdictions and no meaningful metropolitan government
exists. Each bill wrestles with the prob:em and each reaches Its own satir,--
factory oompromi se.

If the administering federal agency has the courage and political backing,
it can delegate to the states and still enforce accountability. There Is to now
no working modeL Cities large enough to have congressmen whose political
allegiance is to districts within that city will demand direct access to Wash-
ington. Despite "one manone vote, " many governors do not yet understand
and care about urban problems. Yet every city cannot mount the staff capa-
bility for manpower planning and program administration. Every SMSA is prob-
ably still too many jurisdictions to treat individually, and there should be
some minimum population cutoff for the pass-through.

A key concept of all three bills is to take policy-making from bureau-
cracies and vest It in (or impose it upon) elected chief executives. This may
well be an unadmitted focal point of opposition to the proposals. It has the
advantage that poor service can be penalized at the ballot boxbut only where
the target groups have access to the ballot box. It also opens possibilities for
competition and unaccountability. Rather than having a rasiclual right to pro-
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grams, state and localagnicies must deliver or their assignment can be shifted
elsew'iere. In this regard, the Administration bill makes a mistake in singling
out the Employment Service as the key agency, if only by implication. The
Employment Service will undoubtedly be the key deliverer of service, but it
should have to compete for that role, not only on a statewide basis, but by
city. A third potential advantage is also threatened by the language of the Ad-
ministration bill. Each governor and big city mayor should be given responsi-
bility to produce a plan and administer a comprehensive program but left to
design his own administrative machinery. There is no reason for national uni-
formity. Effectiveness rather than form Is the objective.

The major opposition to the proposals appears to come from the education
establishment. Their charge of a ''dual education system" is unrealistic be-
cause it ignores the facts that MDTA already exists and tie bills add nothing
that is not already 1n MDTA and the Economic Opportunity Act. A more basic
objection is the strengthening of the Labor Department vis-a-vis Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare and of governors vis-a-vis state education hierarchies.
The latter are desirable. The former not so. The Labor Department has tended
to undervalue institutional training while HEW has not recognized sufficiently
the limitations of institutional training when not tied in with job development
and placement. The proposals could be strengthened objectively and politically
by ass'irance on that point. In fact, with the guarantee of a stronger education
role, it might be possible to win a linkage with vocational education and voca-
tional rehabilitation.

None of the bills gives sufficient explicit recognition to the roles of staff
training, research, experiment and demonstration, and evaluation. Budgetary
practices should be addressed more specifically. Two-year funding is essen-
tial and so is a larger total ppr opri a ti on. A public service employment provi-
sion has been recognized for several years as one of the gaging holes in the
package of manpower services. The 10 percent automatic increase in manpower
funds as an automatic stabilizer would be helpfu: but very small. If 10 percent
is good, why is not 25 percent better/ Shouldn't the amount rise as unemploy-
ment rises. as it '11, above 4.5 percent?

PERVASIVENESS OF FEDERAL COMMITMENT

E:perience at the state level in Utah prompts me to raise one additional
issue: that is, the depth of federal commitment to the principles espoused in
the Manpower Training Act. It is worth noting, after all, that most of the de-
categorization the Manpower Training Act espouses was authorized by Congress
in the 1967 amendments to the Economic Opportunity Act but never Implemented.
MTA merely adds MDTA to that previous authorization. A quote from Governor
Calvin Rampton's testimony before the House Committee will make the point.:
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We find ourselves frequently confused between the top level ad; acy
of decategorizing and decentralizing manpower ptograms, and the day-to-
day decisions of the federal bureaucracy. The Utah Manpower Planning
Council has, on occasion, found the regional office of the Department of
Labor less than fully supportive of the concept of comprehensive state
manpower planning. I i:terpret these actions as being illustrative of the
gap in commitment to the objective of coordination between the Secretary
of a cabinet agency and a Regional Administrator who is tied to the con-
cept of both supervising and acting as advocate for the Employment Serv-
ice in its role as a State Agency.

Recently we have learned that the very flexible DOL cash grant on
which our Council was originally staffed will not be renewk.J. It will be
replaced by a standard CAMPS Grant package which, In essence, requires
our unique approach to fit another mold. Above all, we are cautioned not
to engage in activities which have been assigned to the State EmpIdyment
Service and they are directed not to provide services to the Council which
may be covered by the CAMPS grant.

Another problem of concern arises In the administrative linkage between
state governments and the federal government. Our experience in Utah
has be en that federal agencies do not always respect state government
sufficiently to provide liaison people at administrative levels capable of
addressing the multiple concerns of federal-slate relationships. Federal
liaison staff are often at the technical level and lack the authority to com-
mit their agencies or to negotiate effectively with state policymakers. It
is frequentlydifficult to find the place in the federal bureaucracy at which
policy decisions are made, and to navigate the various channels from
technical level liaison persons to the policymakers without cumbersome
time lags cr yielding to the temptation to go cut of channels. For federal-
state relationships to truly be significant, it is important that the federal
agenciesunderstand the importance of assigning liaison staff to the states
who are capable of committing their agencies. It is imperative that state
manpower policymakerc have convenient access to authoritative individual
in the feci:ral bureaucracy if decentralization is to be workable.

FINAL REMARKS

What I have said and quoted may sound overly critical. I an strongly
c,immitted to the need for decategorization. Decentralization entails risks, but
ft.:se seem justified. If the federal agertcy has both patience and courage,
decentralization can be made to work. None of the current bills is perfect
thoudh all have elements of improvement. My choice would be the Steiger bill
with a pass-through to only metropolitan areas over one million inhabitants.
with the central city mayor as the primary recipient and protection for
other Jurisdictions. locally or regicnally oriented trigger with a bigger -bang"
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than that of M1A is desaable addition. The important point to make
is that the Senate .louse Committees have before them the raw material
for highly useful committee bills. The great need is more :loliticai visibility
for the issues.

DAVID RUSK

US. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

A story is told of former Secretary of Defense IlacNcrrara at the time that
he was really pushing cost-benefit analyses, the new thing at the Pentagon.
His son came home one day panting. He said, ' Dad, Dad, I just saved 25
cents. Instead of riding home from school on the bus, today I ran home jogging
alongside the bus and saved 25 cents." MacNamara said, "Well, you're not
so smart. If you'd run next to a taxi, you would have saved a buck-seventy-
five. " I suppose all of which says that It's important what standards you apply
to things.

And I think this is the key to one of the questions we've discussed this
morningthat is, the question of decategorization. I thought that Congressman
Steiger did a pretty good job on the Congress's penchant fur taking our legisla-
tion and ornamenting it like a Christmas tree with various categorical programs.
But i thought th,t he was entirely too kind to the Labor Department ano the
federal officials' penchant for tinkering with the national program designs.
Garth Mangum took care of my concern there. There is a third element which
is going to be very resistant to the idea of abandoning the old traditional proj-
ect activities and moving toward more flexible decategorized programs; and
that is, of course, the local project sponsors who get their thingtheir fund-
ingand are comfortable with their past experience. Ml of these elements are
going to be working against the concert of decatego.ization of programs.

I think the key conceptual problem with decategorization is that we don't
really know yet what one should expect, what one has a right to expect, of
differentkinds of manpower activities for different kinds of client groups meet-
ing different problems. In other words, there is no clear feeling of goals in
the manpower experience. If we were able to define clearly through an analysis
of this decade what one could expect in terms of serving youth with different
sets of problems or in serving adult fei.,ale workers who are returning to the
labor force or things like this If we could quantify these goals in some way
and actually measure the perforrr.ance A manpower programs operated by state
or local agencies against these goals which are established, the. I think there
would be very little concern with the nature of the program design.
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But what has happened in the last decade is that without the experience
of knowing what one can expect of manpower programs, you have the Congress
or the Labor Department substituting ideas about what we think will work, what
we think will produce, what we think will induce good performance in these
programs; we design a model program or postulate a national program design
and then apply it rather rigidly around the country.

To take an educational example: If we are dealing here with a critical
problem where we have X number of people in the community who are function-
ing at a fourth grade level of reading capability and we want to raise them to
at least an eighth grade level, somehow we adopt a way of measuring perform-
ance which indicates an eighth grade reading capability. You have a variety
of programs and communities around the country which share in this problem
and who want to mount some kind of a program to do this. Then it's not very
important to the federal government as to the technique they use or the way
they organize the program because there is a measurable goal and one can
evaluate performance egainst it. But when you don't have this clear idea of
what we have e right to expect from these programs, what kind of outcome can
there be? Then the federal government gets sort of antsy about different
people's ideas. For example, the Congress has asked us a number of times in
the hearings, 'What do you mean by exemplary performance standards? What
are these? What are you seeking here?" And I think both the Labor Depart-
rhert and Health, Education, and Welfare have sort of said, "Well, we're work-
ing on it."

The point is that we have to have a clear view of these kinds of problems
before we can truly move to a decategorized program, because It is only against
a firm concept of whet one can expect from manpower programs, what one can
look toward in terms of performance out of a lump sum allocation of funds to a
community, that you are going to be able to lure federal ortic.als or thc Con-
gress away from old habits.

This is a key problem. We have tried to substitute nationally designed
models for the basicjob of estabashing goals that can be worked toward through
locally designed programs. We have tried through these national program
models to induce performance instead of using federal funds to do the hard Job
of developing greater competence and greater initiative on the part of planners
and operators of the local programs. The amount of money which goes into
training and staff development in the manpower field is ludicrous. As a matter
of fact, the amount ai money which goes into the training of federal officials
is ludicrous. We have a national budget of $26 or S27 billion; the Civil Serv-
ice Commission reports that all funds which go into the training of general
scheduled employees, the basic Civil Service in the federal government,
amounts to about $92 million, or less than two-hundredths of I percent of the
total federal budget.
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So, along with the question of clearly identifying what we have a right to
expect out of manpower programs, we have to make a commitment 'o develop-
ment of competence of the personnel who must operate these programs. This
we have not done. We have tried to substitute easy ways of doing it, through
master programs designed for doing this basic Job. I have never yet seen a
successful manpower program where the success couldn't be attributed to the
competence and dedication and hustle and commitment of the staff involved.
If we had those kinds of people involved, it rarely mattered what kind of pro-
gram design you had. Where you didn't have those kinds of people, you
couldn't salvage it through [Fe design of the program.

I have always been impressed with the vocational rehabilitation system.
Maybe I'm looking at it through rose-colored glasses, but they've always de-
voted a significant amount of their resources to staff development and training,
even reaching down into the institutions of higher education for the develop-
ment of vocational rehabilitation counselors and the like. We have to bring
some of that staff development concern to the manpower field if we are to suc-
ceed under any system, but especially under a system of decentralized respon-
sibility. I think in some ways the Manpower Training Act, although it focuses
upon institutional arrangements and not program content, is a reflection of thci
things that I have Just criticized. There is precious little in the Act which
gives a firm feeling for what we seek to achieve through different institutional
arrangements. There is 3 prescription of models that we hope will achieve
what we can't clearly define.

There has been a great deal of criticism, for example, about the concept
of state organization which is put forward in the Manpower Training Actabout
the fact that there is a requirement for a state manpower planning organization
of such-and-such membership, and the fact tnat there is a requirement for a
comprehensive manpower agency with such-and-such minimum composition.
You know that in the Act you are talking ahout the Employment Service, the un-
employmen:compensation agency, o1liier agenclos which might operate programs
directly funded by this Act, and agencies which operate manpower programs
which are solely state-funded, such as an apprenticeship agency. 1 don't
think there is any state which has undertaken some s-rt of more comprehensive
reorganization of manpower agencies which really does not meet that minimal
prescription.

The point Is that the Manpower Training Act is somewhat like the U. S.
Constitutior.; you can read the language but you have to know the interpreta-
tion before you really know what is in it. As we have pointed out continually
to governors and to Congress, regardless of these prescriptions for these two
institutions to plan and to manage manpower programs at the state level, there
is an escape -..lause. The escape clause is Section 607 of the Administration
bill which places these provisions and any others in the Act directly under the
authority of the Inter-Governmental Cooperation Act. The Inter- Governmental
Cooperation Act says, "Notwithstanding any other provision of law, which re-
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quires the establishment or 1 single state agency, such as a comprehensive
manpower agency, for the conduct of federal grant-in-aid programs, if the
governor of the state can demonstrate that an alternate form of organization of
state responsibilitywill meet the purposes, carry out the objectives of tile Act,
the appropriate secretary, Secretary of Labor, Secretary of Health, Ldw:ation,
and Welfare, can waive these statu ory single state agency provitiions."

So on the isite rand we say we think this is a good model and you are r sing
to have to do it. On the other hand we say, "Well, if you have a better way
or an equally good way of organizing it, bring it forth and it can be apploved."
Then the governor has a right to say, "What do you mean by 'meeting the pur-
poses f this Act in terms of administrative functions'?" We really haven't
spelled that out, so we get back again to the question of performance standard,
objectives, goals, which lie behind the intent not only of programs but of ad-
ministrative arrangements.

I think that since there is this flexibility in the Act to safeguard tie fac'-
eral interest, we are going to have to give some real thought to spelling out
what we desire in terms of any form of state organization for the carrying out
of responsibilities under this Act. As Garth Mingum has mentioned to Ls many
times, we've had some recent studies that have analyzed state agencies and
state governments, and we know there are 50 states and no single model that
is going to be appropriate or effective in all of them.

This Act has received a lot of support and s lot of criticism. The AFL-CIO
comes in and says, "Yes, but the federal government is giving it all away.
Nobody is in charge." The governors come in and say, ''Yes, but the mayor
shouldn't be a part of the chcme." The mayors come in and say, ' Yes, but
we don't want the governor around." The community action crganizations come
in and say, "A pox on all your houses." The vocational educators often come
in and worry about our trying to establish some Brave New World.

I think the fact that nobody is really happy would suggest that this Act is
trying to grapple with the really tough issues of inter-governmental relations
in this country. Whether or not we successfully do it, we ought to be applauded
for our courage. It is really, to my way of thinking, the only legislation which
tries to spell out in full the concept of New Federalism which it a federal,
state, and local concept. So much of our legislation In the past, acid even so
many of the bills which have beea tntrodueed his Administration, either
focus on a federal-state relationship or the federal .ocal relationship; th!...
is trying to build in the concept of three levels of responsibility.

I would like to turn to the questior of local prime sponsors because I tiink
in many ways this is the most innovative feature of the Act. We are tr?ing
and are dead serious about trying to establish the concept of manpower plan ling
and manpower operations to cover what amounts to the full local labor market
area. The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area was the best shorthand that
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we could come up with to portray that concept. We've had a great many gover-
nors who said they would prefer to be able to organize things around, for ex-
ample, their standard state planning districts. I don't think anybody is wedded
to the SMSA, but we've got to go with the concept of area-wide manpower
planning and operations. We have strengthened, if anything, our concept of
1,,,ho shall be the prime sponsor on the local level. The governors were hi;lily
critical of the fact that they didn't have much flexibility on the question of the
choice of the local prime sponsor. Well, they have even less now as the bill
is evolving because it is the strong intent of the Labor Department that the
presumptive prime sponsor for a community program area, which we hope will
be essentially a labor market area, a metropolitan area, will be the mayor of
the dominant city. If elected officials representing 75 percent of the area's
population get together and concur on some other prime sponsor, then that shall
be the prime sponsoring unit. So there's really nothing but nominal authority
at the state level at this point for the designation of prime sponsors.

In practice, in terms of that 75 percent rule, in almost all of the metro-
politan areas the mayor of the central city will have V., be a party to that deci-
sion, will have to concur on that decision, because there are only seven out
of 233 SMSAs where the mayor does not control 25 percent of the local area
population. But, as has been pointed out, there are not 233 SMSAs; there are
going to be more corning out of the 1970 Census. I think Garth Mangum has
made the point, do you really want to talk about 233 plus local delivery sys-
tems as part of this national manpower system? Is that too many? I don't
know, but I think it's useful to make the distinction between the authority of a
prime sponsor and the functions of a prime sponsor. As to the authority of a
prime sponsor, you might ;alk of something like natural law, or the divine
right of kings; this is the divine right of mayors and county executives in urban
areas to have .he authority to delegate the functions of a prime spc,nsor to
whomever they desire. So, for example, the mayor of Cleveland always has
the i:iht to delegate the functions of prime sponsor to his city agency or to
some other institutional framework and to be able to review this delegation
agreement on an annual or a multiyear basis, so that if it Is not working out
he caa withdraw it and look to something else; or when the central city mayors,
some of the other mayors, and some of the county executives get together,
they can exercise as a group a certain residual authority. If this were done,
in many states with smaller metropolitan areas, It would provide the opportunity
for the local mayors to designate, say, the state comprehensive maripowe:
agency to carry out the functions of the prime sponsor. But they would still
be in a position to evttuate how effectively their communities were being
served by this arrangement and to be able to rescIrd the designation if they
were unhappy with the way in which the state agencies were serving their
communities.

The functions of prime sponsors are to plan, to administer, either directly
through the agency itself or more probably by subcontracting out different ac-
tivities to a variety of institutions in t.-ie community, and to evaluate these
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programs as they are carried cut. So I think that perhaps one can ta'.k about
establishing the concept of prime sponsors only for communities of a certain
population level, or one car. talk about establishing a certain dichotomy be-
tween the authority and functions of prime sponsors but to make it very clear
what kinds of qualifications a smaller community would have to meet to really
be in a position to carry out the functions themselves as opposed to turning
toward the state for these functions.

It is interesting that the people who have argued most against the concept
of metropolitan-wide coverage hate been the governors. The mayors, perhaps
as part of their political game, have not spoken against this provisionat
least not often. And county executives with whom we have talked, and even
the National Association of Counties, are not opposed to this concept although
they would Ike to sec. a more imaginative use of the 75 percent provision. It
is the governors who are saying, "It never work; it will never work. " I

have a feeling that there Is a recognition in a growing number of local areas
that manpower problems, like so many other problems, have to be approacheci
in some sort of a coordinated area-wic1/2 basic. We've recently made some
small planning grants to mayorsmayors of the central citiesto establish
them I, leadership roles in local Comprehensive Arca Manpower Planning Sys-
tem (CAMPS) operations. We anticipate making soon the first round of CWTP
grants, at long last; in both instances there are many multijurisdictional ar-
rangements. For example, in the Kansas City area, the local heads of govern-
ment have agreed that the basic manpower structure planning and evaluation
and administrative unit in their area should be the Mid-America Council of
Governments. This is ::ansas City, Kansas, Kansas City, Missouri, about
nine counties surrounding them, and the airport off north up the river. But here
is a situation where on a bi-state nine-county basis, the local heads of gov-
ernment are concurring on the idea of some broader authority, responsible to
them, for they sit on the board. The sane thing is occurring in, for example,
Phoenixwhere they are going to the American Association of Gotarnments. You
have another slow development, which talks in terms of the consolidation of
local units of governmehts. In Jacksonville, Indianapolis, and Nashville you
are getting the city government extending its boundaries and becoming cotermi-
nus with the entire metropolitan are and then establishing a single form of
government known as Uni-Gov in Indianapolis. So I have a feeling that so
much of the criticism which has keen brought to bear against the concept of
the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area as a program area with a single prime
sponsor trying to serve the area may be in are part the governor's game of
trying to build up the authority of the state and to weaken the responsibility of
the local officials. I don't know, but its worth looking around on a state-by-
state, major-community-by major-community basil, and this is what we will
be doing.

I think I have tried to treat the two basic problems of the intergovern-
mental relations, where we have received the most criticism: one being the
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concept of the prescription of state organization and the other being the role
and identity of local prime sponsors.

I would like to speak about the problems of creating linkages between
education, particularly vocational education, and manpower programs at all
levels of government. Warren Roudebush has very helpfully pointed out that
this is a bill in which the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare are partners in administrative responsibilities. There are
major areas of the manpower picture in which the Secretary of HEW will have
concurrent responsibilities so that there will have to be agreement bete een the
Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of HEW before actions are taken with re-
gard to a variety of supportive services. For example, there. are some areas
in which the Department of HEW and the state agencies which have responded
to it have had traditional authority and interest.

There is no intent and very little possibility of establishing a "dual sys-
tem of education" under this bill. Not only are the Secretary of Labor and the
Secretary of HEW Siamese twins in all these decisions, but the bill spells out
very clearly that these funds are to be used to the maximum extent possible to
purchase institutional .raining services, or supportive services, or other man-
power services through existing federal, state, and local agencies. This is
called the purchase-of-service clause, and it was put in there expressly as a
result of Joint NEW -Libor discussions of the bill. Perhaps we are entirely too
indefinite about this because It doesn't spell out very clearly who is meant by
existing federal, state, and local agencies. In sure it would make voca-
tional educators happier, and it would make community action agencies and
others happier, if we included some specific language which said "such as"
and made it very clear that U.. _e were organizations who in their areas of
competence were to be used, subject to evaluation of the effectiveness of their
performance.

There is an effort here tc a te a between the vocatio-al edu-
cation program and the mango .:er pre ran -, but ft is likely to be difficult. We
have had two persons up here who have su." . )rted the concept of a u:
of education and manpower respcnslbilitlet at the federal level. I thin' prob-
ably the President's domestic council proposal goes a- far c e car. 'oward
that, short of the unification of such depaitments. Pep sfnti, Green
has introduced a perennial bill to create just such a riei:'rt 1 's not like-
ly to go anywhere at the moment, but it may well b t' 1-4: L the future. I

suppnse that one of the reasons why we even talk at JUL the issue c..` the tran-
sition of youth from school to work is that ot..- division of the bureaucratic turf
at the federal level has helped to exacerbate this problem at the local level.
Or maybe It works the other way around: that the inherent prol-.1?rn at the ',coil
level has had its federal spin-off. I'm really not sure on tsis point, but it
coos seem tome that we've got to have some unification of direction and policy
at the national level before effecti:e arrangements can be rrade at the state
and local levels.
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The Act itself does provide a wide area of opportunity, however, for voca-
tional education or vocational rehabilitation and what is often identified as
manpower activities to be coordinated or integrated at the state 'eve). You can
do this bedause there is, at least, a principle of authority at the state level
which is the governor. The Act provides that the comprehensive manpower
agency can include a vocational rehabilitation or vocational education agency
at the state's initiative. This can be approved by the Department of Labor and
the Department of HEW. At the same time, and I express a personal view, I

think perhaps the perils of separating vocational education from general edu-
cation may be as great or greater thar. the desirability of linking vocational
education administratively into manpower agencies. So one really has to con-
sider the development of a broad range of human resources if you are to create
the kind of continuum of education and human resource development and em-
ployment experiences from earlier ages right through life. We talk about the
transition of youth, as I say, from school to work; I think that is the wrong

say it. The question really is what role does work play in the educa-
tional process for youngsters.

There is this opportunity at the state level for achieving close integration
and coordination cf the education and the manpower services. But what would
be the effect at the local level? It is very difficult to devise a mechanism
which will achiee this at the local level. To begin with, if we, in our man-
power concern, have a thrust toward the metropolitan area and with many in-
stance ; of the mayor of the single jurisdiction heir; the prime sponsor for the
motropolital area, it is difficult to imagine that he can exercise effective in-
fluence over locally funded programs of other jurisdictions. It could he the
local education programs which are locally funded. It is also very difficult to
imagine that if you were to give the prime sponsor some sort of a control, re-
view, or authority over federal vocational education funds going to suburban
school boards, that there wouldn't be a tremendous howl in Washington. And

even within the central city, its own jurisdiction, the tradition is often one of
independent school boards which in essence are autonomous from city hall and
often have their own tax base and fund raising powers. So I think probably the
best that can be done in terms of creating these linkages is to try to create
close planning ties without as much authority as one would perhaps desire in
the situation and to pick up on Congressman Steiger's -..i.,.ggustion that one
really has to create a lot of monetary incentives to make it worthwhile for
people to work together. The opportunity for close linkages at the local level
is not effectively created by the Act, but it can't be unless there is a real
change In structure of local government.

finally, I would like to speak about O, role of the Employment Service
"rani to delivery of manpower services and the role of ether agencies

1,, Of -rouse, a significant thrust of the Labor Department is
to give the Lmploy erit Scrvice the money and the authority and have it do the
job. I suppose the Thilcsophy is sort of, ''It may be a bastard, but it 's our
bastard, and so v.a have got to stay with The 1..ibor Departmera cannot
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really treat the Employment Service as just another manpower agency. There
is a major public investment in it; even without the funds which one discusses
in the context in the Manpower Training Act, we are talking about $900
of Wagner-Peyser money which flows into the Employment Service for pluce-
ment and employability development activities. We are talking about a lot of
experience there which, although it has created rigidities, it also brings cer-
tain administrt',e strengths. We view the Employment Service as being a
major, if not major, deliverer of what we would call manpower services at
the state level and In local communities. It may be the prodigal son, but there
is a high standard and a price to be paid for having that position; that is, as
we seek to improve the performance of the Employment Service through the na-
tional level, we ore going to be seeking ways of building greater local ac-
countability on the part of the Employment Service to local officials.

Increasingly, the authority and jurisdiction of prime sponsors will extend
not only to Manpower Training Act resources or to Family Assistance Act re-
sources, as they cen be folded in, but also to the basic Wagner-Peyser finance
activities of the Employment Service system. The degree to which the Employ-
ment Sorvice is utilized will more and more be governed by the judgment cf
local officials as to how effective Employment Service is in the con munity.
The opportunity is always available to the local prime sponsor to utilize other
manpower agencies, and we would hope that these would be utilized where
there are areas of competence they can bring, because the purchase-of-service
clause refers not only to the Employment Service or the vocational e6ucation
agencies but also to other manpower institutions in the community, such as
community action agencies which may have special :oles to carry out. There
is a very delicate balance which the Manpower Training Act tries to establish
between federalresponsibilities, and make no mistake that ultimately the Sec-
retary of Labor, and in many areas the concurrence to the Secretary of HEW, is
ultimately responsible to the Congress and to the public for programs under the
Manpnwer Training Act. To carry out this mandate, we must develop partner-
ships with state and local governments, so that there is a range of responsi-
Ldlity which must fall to the state governments and a range of responsibility
which must fall to local governments. And I say that the fact that nobody
seems to be happy may well be the best indication that we're coming close to
necessary solutions.
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